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Waste incineration is becoming increasingly widespread method of waste disposal in Chi-

na. Incineration plants mostly use grate and circular fluidized bed (CFB) technology. Waste 

combustion in cement production is also beginning to gradually increase. However, Chi-

nese waste composition is causing problems for the energy utilization. Mechanical waste 

pre-treatment optimizes the combustion process and facilitates the energy recovery. The 

objective of this study is to identify how Western waste pre-treatment manufacturer could 

operate in Chinese markets. Chinese waste management industry is reviewed via PESTEL 

analysis. The current state and future predictions of grate and CFB incineration as well as 

cement manufacturing are monitored. Grate combustion, which requires lesser waste pre-

treatment, is becoming more common at the expense of CFB incineration in China. The 

most promising future for waste treatment is in cement production industry. Waste treat-

ment equipment manufacturer should try to create pilot projects with biggest cement pro-

ducers with a view of growing co-operation in the future. 
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Jätteenpoltto yleistyy jatkuvasti jätteenkäsittelymenetelmänä Kiinassa. Polttolaitokset käyt-

tävät enimmäkseen arina- ja kiertopetitekniikkaa. Jätteenpoltto sementintuotannossa alkaa 

myös vähitellen lisääntyä. Ongelmia energiahyötykäytössä on kuitenkin aiheuttanut kiina-

laisen jätteen koostumus. Jätteen mekaaninen esikäsittely optimoi palamisprosessia ja hel-

pottaa jätteen energiahyötykäyttöä. Tämän työn tavoitteena on kartoittaa millä tavoin jät-

teen esikäsittelylaitoksia valmistavan länsimaisen yrityksen tulisi toimia Kiinan markki-

noilla. Kiinan jätteenkäsittelyalaa tarkastellaan PESTEL-analyysin avulla. Jätteenpolton 

tämän hetken tilaa ja tulevaisuudennäkymiä kartoitetaan sekä arinapolton, kiertopetipolton 

että sementinvalmistuksen osalta. Arinapoltto, joka vaatii jätteeltä vähäisemmän esikäsitte-

lyprosessin, lisääntyy jatkuvasti kiertopetipolton kustannuksella. Valoisin tulevaisuus jät-

teen esikäsittelylle onkin sementinvalmistuksessa. Yrityksen tulisi pyrkiä luomaan suurten 

sementinvalmistajien kanssa pilottihankkeita, jotka myöhemmin saattaisivat johtaa kasva-

vaan yhteistyöhön.  
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

Subscripts 

 

CaCO3  calcium carbonate (=limestone) 

Cd  cadmium 

CO  carbon monoxide 

CO2  carbon dioxide  

HCl  hydrochloric acid 

Hg  mercury 

NOX  nitrogen oxide 

Pb  lead 

SO2  sulfur dioxide 

 

Abbreviations 

 

B2B  Business-to-Business 

B2C  Business-to-Consumer 

CFB  Circulating Fluidized Bed 

CPC  Communist Party of China 

ESB  Environmental Sanitation Bureau 

GDP  Gross Domestic Product 

IP  Intellectual Property 

LHVar  Lower Heating Value 

MSW  Municipal Solid Waste 

Mt  Mega Ton 

PRC  People’s Republic of China 

PSC  Communist Party’s Politburo Standing Committee 

RDF  Refuse-derived Fuel 

RMB  Renminbi, the lawful currency of PRC, 1 RMB ~ 0.12 € 
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R & D  Research & Development 

SOE  State Owned Enterprise 

SRF  Solid Recovered Fuel 

WTE  Waste-to-Energy 

 

Imaginary symbols 

 

 

Location of Headquarters 

 

Location of Incineration Plant 

 

Incineration Plant Under Construction 

 

Location of Cement Plant 

 

Grate Combustion Operator 

 

CFB Combustion Operator 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

As a result of continuous economic development and urbanization, the largest developing 

country in the world, China creates a considerable quantity of municipal solid waste 

(MSW), which is one of the most serious urban pollution sources. The total amount of col-

lected MSW in China has increased from 31.3 million tons in 1980 to 179.36 million tons 

in 2011 and the amount will be 480 million tons in 2030. No other country has ever faced 

as large and fast increase in solid waste quantities that China is now facing. (Zheng et al. 

2014, 136.)  

 

In 2011, 61.4 % of generated MSW in China was disposed to the sanitary landfills and 20.3 

% of the waste wasn’t securely treated at all. Out of the 600 largest Chinese cities about 

two thirds are seriously surrounded by waste and around 100 of the cities don’t have any 

proper location for landfill. The ecological environment in the water and soil has been get-

ting increasingly contaminated. China clearly needs methods to solve out the waste prob-

lem. (Zheng et al. 2014, 137-138.)  

 

Primary waste disposal methods in China are biological treatment, recycling, and incinera-

tion in addition to landfilling. Biological treatment as MSW disposal method has decreased 

recently because of the high costs of implementation and maintenance of the process, and 

low fertilizer efficiency and enrichment of heavy metals in the produced fertilizer (Pöyry 

2009, 3). Moreover, most of the valuable materials have been removed from the collected 

waste by informal waste management sector and there is currently almost no MSW recy-

cling in the country. However, incineration as waste disposal method has not only given 

promising results to solve the waste problem in China context, but as well produces elec-

tricity for the country, which is in a continuously increasing need for energy. In light of the 

factors, significant amount of Waste-to-Energy (WTE) plants have already been estab-

lished, or are under construction or design. (Zheng et al. 2014, 139.) 
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The percentage of Chinese MSW treated by incineration increased from 2.5 % (2003) to 

14.7 % (2010) (Yang et al. 2012, 2552). More than 35 % of waste treatment would be done 

via incineration in 2015 according to The Twelfth Five-Year Plan (Xiao 2013, 5-6). Hence, 

the total incineration capacity in China will be around 100 million tons in 2015. 

 

Waste can be as well utilized as an alternative fuel in cement production in addition to in-

cinerating waste directly to electricity. The proper use of solid waste in cement industry can 

significantly lower the consumption of energy and material resources and reduce the eco-

nomic costs. (Usón et al. 2013, 242.) In many Western Countries, such as in Germany, 

Switzerland, and France, the share of waste as energy source in cement production is more 

than 30 %. However, in China the utilization of waste accounts for less than 1 % of the en-

tire energy consumption in cement industry. It is likely that the usage of alternative energy 

in Chinese cement industry will increase tremendously by constantly tightening emission 

limitations. (Xu et al. 2014, 592, 597.) 

 

However, WTE processes have as well faced problems in China. One of the major chal-

lenges is the characteristics of Chinese MSW which is not favorable for incineration. Waste 

is extremely non-homogeneous and the composition varies a lot according to the area. As a 

result, combustion in Chinese WTE plants is often incomplete which leads to unsteady and 

higher air pollutant emissions and inefficient energy recovery. Public concerns related to 

waste incineration have grown and local people have started to demonstrate against the 

planned incineration projects. In addition, WTE plant operators have faced economic prob-

lems due to unstable electricity production and high maintenance costs. (Zhou & Chen 

2012, 348-349.) 

 

Mechanical pre-treatment of the waste could be a solution for the problems caused by un-

sorted and non-homogeneous MSW. Mechanical treatment process usually consists of size 

reduction, separation and compaction of the waste. Undesired materials can be separated 

from the waste stream and the remaining waste flow is relatively homogeneous and the cal-

orific value has increased. (Anttila 2013, 10.) Pre-treatment process enables steady condi-

tions for combustion lowering the emissions and increasing the energy output.  
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1.1 Thesis Subject and Research Questions 

 

China’s waste-to-energy markets are characterized of late start, large scale, and rapid 

growth (Zheng et al. 2014, 135). Market potential for waste pre-treatment systems is im-

mense. However, marketing waste pre-treatment equipment in China can be challenging for 

a Western enterprise. Waste management is a rapidly developing industry in China. How-

ever, waste is still mainly landfilled and waste pre-treatment is rarely used. Identifying pos-

sible customer needs and marketing strategies can be difficult since potential customers are 

unaware of the need and benefits for processing the waste before utilization. In addition, 

company must create and maintain good connections with Chinese authorities while operat-

ing in China. This is especially inevitable when working in environmental field in China. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to identify and analyze how Western medium sized enterprise 

which manufactures and sells waste pre-treatment equipment could operate in China. The 

main research question of the thesis is being solved by finding out the answers for follow-

ing sub-questions: 

 

 What are the possible customer segments for waste pre-treatment in China? What 

are the biggest enterprises of each segment? How to approach each segment of 

waste-to-energy markets? 

 

 Which political authorities cover the customer segment? How to create and main-

tain connections with authorities? 

 

 How to react to the rapid development of the Chinese waste pre-treatment markets? 
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1.2 Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 

 

PESTEL analysis is being used to describe the macro-environmental factors of Chinese 

waste-to-energy markets in theoretical part of the thesis. PESTEL analysis describes the 

external factors of the target markets to which company must adapt to. In addition, theory 

consist marketing mix for waste pre-treatment equipment in China. Marketing mix de-

scribes the inner factors to which company has influence and ability to make decisions. 

PESTEL analysis and marketing mix are linked to draw up an entry strategy to Chinese 

waste pre-treatment markets. 

 

1.2.1 PESTEL Analysis 

 

International marketer must have deep knowledge of the target markets to plan operational 

and marketing strategies. Understanding uncontrollable elements of the operational field is 

crucial to achieve success. (Stock & Lambert 2001, 526.) A common strategic framework 

to analyze the factors which have impact on the organization in target markets is PEST 

analysis. PEST is a mnemonic and stands for P for Political, E for Economic, S for Social 

and cultural, and T for Technological. PEST framework has been used regularly in market-

ing planning. (CIPD 2013.)  

 

According to Mladenović (2013, 33), the first academic to use the framework was Francis 

J. Aguilar who 1967 discussed ‘ETPS’ – acronym for Economic, Technical, Political, and 

Social. Since then the framework has had numerous variations. Waste management indus-

try is strongly linked with environmental issues and the legislation with rapid changes. That 

is why additional E for Environmental and L for Legal are added to framework forming 

PESTEL analysis. PESTEL analysis possible contents can be seen in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. PESTEL analysis possible contents (Professional Academy). 

 

1.2.2 Marketing Mix    

 

Optimal marketing strategy defines how the organization should concentrate its resources 

to increase the sales and to achieve long term goals and sustainable competitive advantage 

(Baker 2008, 3). Marketing mix is an instrument for companies to determine the strategy of 

marketing a product in certain field. It is considered to be one of the core concepts of mar-

keting theory (Zeithaml & Bitner 2000, 21). The instrument was originally developed by 

Jerome McCarthy in the early 1960s. McCarthy divided the variables related to marketing 

into four groups. These groups are Product, Price, Place, and Promotion. (Cannon, Per-

reault, & McCarthy 2008, 36.) Examples of the marketing mix can be seen in table 1. 
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Table 1. Examples of Marketing Mix Elements (Cannon et al. 2008, 36). 

Marketing Mix 

Product Price Promotion Place 

Physical Good 

Service 

Installations 

Instructions 

Warranty 

List price 

Discounts 

Payment period 

Credit terms 

Advertising 

Sales promotion 

Publicity 

Direct marketing 

Channel types 

Middle men 

Location 

Transportation 

Storage 

 

 

Product 

 

Product strategy is the first element in McCarthy’s marketing mix components. It can be 

described as anything that can satisfy want or need. As example, products include physical 

goods, services, information, ideas, experiences, events, or combinations of the above-

mentioned. (Kotler & Keller 2007, 410.) The objective of the company is to achieve a level 

of differentiation of its product from the other products offered in the market to make mar-

kets prefer them, or even making customers willing to pay higher price for them (Bednarčík 

2007, 121). 

 

According to Bednarčík (2007, 129) services are part of the product component throughout 

the customer relationship. They can be divided to the four phases: 

 

 Before purchasing - product demonstrations and testing of the product for customers 

 During purchasing - product installations, test runs, staff training 

 After purchasing - guarantee service and maintenance 

 Financial services - operational and financial leasing 

 

Service sector should not only be considered very important for the company because of the 

potential profits in the coming years. Active service sector as well allows company to build 

up long lasting customer relationships. (Makens 1985, 149.)  
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The Product Life Cycle Theory describes the sales volume or income of certain product 

from the introduction of the product until the withdrawal of the product from the markets. 

The theory was first demonstrated by Theodore Levitt (1965, 81-94). Product lifecycle can 

be divided into four phases, introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. The development 

of the sales volume can be seen in figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Product lifecycle (Morton 2010). 

 

All 4 phases of product lifecycle requires different strategy for marketing. The first phase is 

introduction where the product is brought into the markets. Marketing should be informa-

tive and the customers should get to know the benefits of the product. Marketing resources 

should be focused on the forerunners of the customers. In every field there are always pio-

neers who adopt the new products and methods faster. (Korkeamäki et al. 2000, 120-121.) 

 

Sales volumes increase rapidly in the growth period. The buyer group is growing and get-

ting more diverse and the product should be offered to more variety of customers. When the 

product begins to attract customers, more competitors start to enter the markets. The com-

pany should focus on the quality and ancillary services to mark differences from the com-

petition. (Korkeamäki et al. 2000, 120-121; Bergström & Leppänen 2009, 252.) 
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Sales volume reaches the peak level in maturity period. Most of the customers are familiar 

with the product and there are lots of competitors in the markets. Company should try to tie 

the customer with its product via branding or services. In the last phase, decline, the sales 

start to fall. Company should use the least resources for marketing and consider leaving the 

markets. The price of a product is usually the determining factor of the purchase decision in 

the decline phase. (Bergström & Leppänen 2009, 253; Lahtinen & Isoviita 1998, 158.) 

 

Price 

 

Price has unique role on marketing process comparing to the other components of the mar-

keting mix. Whereas product, place, and promotion are ways of creating value for the cus-

tomer, price is the only element which allows the product manufacturer to capture the val-

ue. (Tybout & Calder 2012, 162.) The decision of purchase is based on customers’ view-

point of reasonable price – the viewpoint price is not based on the price established by mar-

keter. Pricing should be dependent on the nature of buyers in the marketing segment and 

the competitive situation of the markets. (Kotler & Keller 2007, 470.) 

 

Place 

 

Place, also known as distribution, describes the methods how the product can be carried 

from the producer to the customer. According to Mariotti et al. (1996, 165) main issue 

about distribution is to make purchasing decision as easy as possible. Sales channels must 

be set to the locations where the demand exists and where customers can easily find the 

product. Kotler and Keller (2007, 512) suggest that functional distribution channel requires 

right amount of intermediary levels. Examples of intermediaries or so called middle men 

can be seen in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Channel Levels (Kotler & Keller 2007, 512). 

 

Promotion 

 

The most successful companies are not only creating value for the customers but also pro-

moting a clear message about its products and services to deepen the customer relationship. 

Promotion tool can be divided into five different actions: 

 

 Advertising – Persuading customers via different channels for desired actions by 

building good image for the company and product. 

 Sales promotion – Persuading customers via contests, games, coupons, loyalty 

programs etc. for desired actions. In addition to sales increase, purpose of sales 

promotion is as well to gather information about customer behavior. 

 Public relations and publicity – Purpose is to generate high credibility information 

to people who like to avoid sales people and advertising. 

 Personal selling – Purpose is to create deep and trustworthy customer relationship 

by interaction with the customer. 

 Direct marketing – Nonpublic and customized messages to the potential customers 

to appeal to the consuming behavior. (Kotler & Armstrong 2008, 685; 713-715.) 

 

1.2.3 Operationalization of the Theoretical Framework 

 

Company should plan its marketing strategy on the basis of the macro-environmental status 

of the area when performing the market entry and operations in target markets. In this thesis 

the marketing mix is planned according to the PESTEL analysis of China. The company 
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should set the product type, pricing, distribution channels (place), and customer communi-

cation (promotion) according to the political, economic, social, technological, environmen-

tal, and legal factors of Chinese waste management industry (figure 4). Marketing mix re-

sults can be seen in chapter 5.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4. Marketing Mix according to the PESTEL environment of China. 

 

1.3 Methodology 

 

The emphasis of marketing is to satisfy the customer needs in an optimal way. Knowledge 

is going to outweigh the sales power in modern marketing. Company needs specific up-to-

date information from the target markets in order to implement marketing strategies. (Ko-

tler & Keller 2003, 122.) However, the research often concentrates mainly on domestic 

markets and thus, pays less attention to international markets of small and medium sized 

enterprises (Hollensen 2001, 627). The purpose of this thesis is to collect valid information 

from Chinese waste-to-energy markets allowing waste pre-treatment company to draw up 
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an optimal strategy on how to operate in China. The study is conducted by collecting in-

formation from both primary and secondary sources.  

 

Primary information is conducted via interviewing experts from various fields in China dur-

ing the 8 months thesis work in Shanghai. In addition, waste-to-energy related companies 

are approached via semi-structured questionnaire (appendix 1). Questionnaire inquires cur-

rent waste pre-treatment methods, possible problems in waste pre-treatment, and views 

about future development of waste utilization in China.  

 

Secondary sources are mainly articles from the research field and the web pages of organi-

zations which could potentially need waste pre-treatment. It must be noted that in China, 

the information may vary a lot according to the source. The data and figures from compa-

nies’ official web pages can be very different from the information published by independ-

ent providers. Thus, reader must always have the appropriate critical approach to the fig-

ures concerning China. In addition to sources from internet, Mr. Tony Yao conducted a 

Finpro study about the material handling markets in China. This thesis utilizes the findings 

of Mr. Yao’s study. 

 

Primary and secondary information are combined. Marketing research is conducted from 

the findings. The business model for waste pre-treatment organization is drafted according 

to the information. 

 

1.4 Thesis Structure 

 

The thesis consists of a theoretical review based on secondary material and an empirical 

analysis on the basis of interview data. In the theoretical part, at first, the solid waste pre-

treatment needs for different waste combustion processes are being described in brief. Next, 

macro-environmental factors of the Chinese waste-pretreatment markets are being de-

scribed via PESTEL analysis. After that, the current statuses of the biggest customer seg-

ments for waste pre-treatment are being described.  
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The empirical analysis presents the findings of the information collection. At first, the re-

sults of the semi-structured questionnaire is introduced and processed. Next, marketing mix 

and business models in China for Western medium-sized waste pre-treatment manufacturer 

are conducted on the basis of theoretical analysis and questionnaire findings. After that, 

thesis consists of discussion part about the study process. At the end there is a conclusion 

part of the thesis. In appendixes can be found the introduction of the biggest WTE operators 

and cement producers in China. Thesis structure can be found in figure 5. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
2. WASTE PRE-

TREATMENT  

REQUIREMENTS 

 
3. PESTEL ANALYSIS  

OF CHINA 

 
4. CUSTOMER SEG-

MENTS FOR WASTE 

TREATMENT IN CHINA 

  

 

  

5. BUSINESS MODELS 

FOR WASTE-TO- 

ENERGY MARKETS 
 

 CUSTOMER 

SEARCH 
 

 MARKETING MIX 
 

 COMPETITOR 

COMPARISON 
 

 MARKETING 

STRATEGY 
 

 

 
6. DISCUSSION 

 
7. CONCLUSIONS 

 
APPENDIXES 

 
Figure 5. Master’s Thesis Structure. 
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2 SOLID WASTE PRE-TREATMENT 

 

Energy intensive industries are continuously looking for alternative fuels to reduce the us-

age of primary fossil fuels and to enforce the sustainable development. Solid waste, as an 

alternative fuel, can play important role in future energy production as it can be used for 

energy recovery in a variety of processes. Sometimes waste is being incinerated as such. 

However, variety of benefits can be achieved by the pre-treatment of the waste. Usually 

pre-treatment means shredding the waste for smaller particle-size, separating the non-

combustible fractions from the waste stream, and homogenizing the waste prior to combus-

tion. The recovered fraction is called refuse-derived fuel (RDF) and consist higher concen-

trations of combustible materials such as paper, plastic, and cardboard. (Anttila 2013, 10; 

IETC 2005, 295.) 

 

Various qualities of RDF can be produced depending on the needs of the end user or mar-

kets. RDF properties may include, for example, desired lower heating value (LHVar), parti-

cle-size, ash content, and the amount of certain chemicals. (IETC 2005, 298.) 

 

2.1 Circular Fluidized Bed Incineration 

 

Circular fluidized bed (CFB) incineration has many advantages. It is suitable for various 

solid and liquid fuels which can be handled jointly or separately. The thermal efficiency 

can be up to 90 % which is higher than what can be reached with other incineration meth-

ods. Calorific value of the fuel is not the main issue for the functionality of the process. 

However, CFB incineration requires thorough pre-treatment due to the strict demands for 

particle size and composition of the waste. (World Bank 1999, 53-55.) The particle size 

burned in CFB process shouldn’t exceed 100 mm for the stable combustion conditions.  

(Karagiannidis et al. 2008 136). Requirements for fuel in CFB combustion can be found in 

table 2. 
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Table 2. Requirements for waste in CFB combustion. 

 

Requirements 

Particle size 

~100 [mm] 

LHVar 

- [MJ/kg] 

 

2.2 Moving Grate Incineration 

 

Waste may be burned without sorting, shredding, or drying in the moving grate combus-

tion. However, the low LHVar of the Chinese MSW usually causes problems to the process. 

The lower heating value in China is often under 5 MJ/kg whereas the LHVar should never 

fall below 6 MJ/kg and the average value should be over 7 MJ/kg to achieve stable incin-

eration conditions. (Themelis & Mussche 2013, 10.) In addition, if the waste is highly het-

erogeneous and variable, some sort of homogenization process would be necessary to 

achieve stable combustion conditions (World Bank 1999, 53). Requirements for fuel in 

grate combustion can be found in table 3. 

 

Table 3. Requirements for waste in grate combustion. 

 

Requirements 

Particle size 

- [mm] 

LHVar 

< 7 [MJ/kg] 
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2.3 Waste-to-Energy in Cement Production 

 

Cement production involves pre-calcining and sintering the raw material, typically lime-

stone (CaCO3), to form clinker. Clinker sintering reaction takes place in the cement kiln 

primary firing system (table 4: 2) at the temperature of around 1450 ºC. Sufficient tempera-

ture for the pre-calcinator is 600 – 900 ºC (table 4: 1). Thus, the requirements of the fuel 

characteristics vary according to the part of the process. (Chinyama 2011, 265.) The aver-

age calorific value of the fuel should be at least 20 – 22 MJ/kg in main firing system. This 

requires usually 20-40 mm particle size of the waste. Lower calorific value and fuel quality 

is sufficient in pre-calcinator. (Bolwerk 2005, 4.) 

 

Table 4. Requirements for pre-calcining (1) and cement kiln sintering (2) in cement production. 

 

Requirements Unit 

(1) Particle size - [mm] 

(1) LHVar - [MJ/kg] 

(2) Particle size 20-40 [mm] 

(2) LHVar < 20 [MJ/kg] 
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3 PESTEL ANALYSIS OF CHINA 

 

Chapter 3 sums up the PESTEL environment of China related to the waste management 

industry. The analysis takes viewpoint regarding to the waste used for energy in waste in-

cineration and cement manufacturing industries. 

 

3.1 Political 

 

People’s Republic of China (PRC) is a single-party state governed by the Communist Party 

of China (CPC) since 1949. The Head of the State is the President of PRC and the General 

Secretary of the Communist Party, Xi Jinping, who was appointed a ten-year-presidency in 

November 2012 by the 18
th

 National Congress of CPC. The implementation of day-to-day 

administration and policies is conducted by the State Council which covers the Ministries 

and Commissions. National People’s Congress (NPC) oversees the State Council and Su-

preme People’s Court. Practically, decision making power is used by Communist Party’s 

Politburo which consist 25 most powerful officials. 7 out of 25 officials form Communist 

Party’s Politburo Standing Committee (PSC). PSC draws the guidelines for the politics of 

China which NPC approves. (Lawrence & Martin 2013, 2-3; 21.) The Structure of China’s 

political institutions can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. China’s Political Institutions (The US-China Business Council 2014). 
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25 Ministries and Commissions are the main organs of State Commission that administrate 

the everyday operations of the government. High competition among the different institutes 

can occasionally exist despite all the ministries and commissions have their own operation-

al fields. (Lawrence & Martin 2013, 30.) Waste incineration is governed by Ministry of 

Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD) and waste utilization as an alternative 

fuel in cement industry is under the command of National Development and Reform Com-

mission (NDRC) and Ministry of Industry and Information (MIIT) (Vilkuna, interview 17th 

June 2014). The 25 ministries and commissions can be seen in table 5. 

 

Table 5. Ministries and Commissions in PRC (Government of PRC 2012 a). 

Ministry of Industry 

and Information 

Technology 

Ministry of Human 

Resources and 

Social Security 

Ministry of Housing 

and Urban-Rural 

Development 

National Develop-

ment and Reform 

Commission 

National Health and 

Family Planning 

Commission 

Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs 

Ministry of National 

Defense 

Ministry of 

Education 

State Ethnic Affairs 

Commission 

Ministry of Public 

Security 

Ministry of State 

Security 

Ministry of 

Supervision 

Ministry of Civil 

Affairs 
Ministry of Justice Ministry of Finance 

Ministry of Land 

and Resources 

Ministry of  

Environmental 

Protection 

Ministry of 

Transport 

Ministry of Water 

Resources 

Ministry of 

Agriculture 

Ministry of 

Commerce 
Ministry of Culture 

People's Bank of 

China 

National Audit 

Office 

Ministry of Science 

and Technology 

 

 

Local governmental system is divided into four tiers: provinces, prefectures, counties, and 

townships. China is divided into 34 provincial level areas which are 23 provinces, 5 auton-

omous regions (Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Xinjiang, Guangxi, and Tibet), 4 municipalities 

(Beijing, Chongqing, Shanghai, and Tianjin) which are directly under the control of central 

government, and 2 special administrative regions of Hong Kong and Macau. The second 

level of administration includes more than 300 prefectures and prefectural-level cities. The 

third level includes nearly 3000 counties and county-level cities. The fourth level of admin-

istration consists of approximately 40 000 townships and towns. The government structure 
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in lower layers of administrative divisions is similar to the central government. (Formin 

2014b; Lawrence & Martin 2013, 8-9.) Governmental structure of China can be seen in fig-

ure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Governmental Structure of PRC (MLIT 2000). 

 

In 1950 Finland was, alongside with Sweden and Denmark, the first Western Nation to sign 

diplomatic relations with People’s Republic of China. In 1953, Finland signed a bilateral 

trade agreement with China as the first capitalistic country in the world. Early recognition 

and co-operation offered Finland a special relation status with China and created the basis 

for strong relations with the two countries. (Formin 2014 c.) Currently, there is a lot of co-

operation between Finland and China in multiple sectors. One important sector is environ-

mental and energy industries co-operation which has been conducted in official level by 

Ministry of Employment from Finnish side and National Development and Reform Com-

mission (NDRC) and Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) from Chinese side. (Formin 

2014 c.) 

 

Foreign investments have played major role in China’s rise to economic superpower. China 

is more selective what foreign operators to let into the country due to the economic growth. 

(Formin 2014 a.) Ministry of Commerce published catalog in 2002 for guiding foreign in-

vestments in different industries. Its amendments were issued in 2004, 2007, and 2011. 
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Foreign investments are encouraged in waste-to-energy field according to the catalog. 

However, direct exports to China will receive import duty which varies according to prod-

uct. (Dynagreen 2014 a, 178.)  

 

The Chinese government implemented ‘Go Out Policy’ in 1999 which encourages Chinese 

companies to invest abroad and broaden their operations in foreign countries. State Council 

supplemented the statement in 2006. According to the policy, the Government of PRC will 

ease the local companies to invest directly abroad and set up guarantee fund to promote the 

investments, improve the quality and diversification of exported products, and promote the 

brand recognition of Chinese companies in EU and US markets. The SOEs, particularly, 

have increased their operations and investments abroad due to the proceedings. The ulti-

mate target of which is to further increase the internationalization of Chinese organizations. 

(State Council of PRC 2006.) 

 

3.2 Economic 

 

Chinese government practiced Planned Economy System for the first 30 years after estab-

lishment of People’s Republic of China in 1949. The amount of produced industrial and 

agricultural goods and the selling prices of the products were all fixed by the state planners. 

Economic reform began in 1978 and the non-public sector started to play step by step more 

important role in the China’s national economy. (Government of PRC 2012 b.) Since open-

ing up the economy, Chinese gross domestic product (GDP) is more than tenfold compared 

to the level in 1978 (CIA World Factbook 2014 a). 

 

Western businesses often consider China as a huge 1.3 billion people market. However, it 

must be noted that China is economically very complex and variable country and it cannot 

be seen as one big market. Around 250 million Chinese were considered middle class in 

2008 with earnings of $5000 USD or more per year. Most of these people are living in tier 

1, 2, or 3 cities. 850 million Chinese lived impoverished in the countryside. Economical 

differences within the country are enormous. Chinese people’s consumption habits have as 
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well caused problems for foreign companies. Whereas Western World has culture which 

promotes spending, Chinese are the largest savers in the world. (Jayaraman 2009, 58.) 

 

3.3 Social 

 

The way Chinese people behave today is a result of 5000 years of history, culture, and tra-

ditions. Hence, the modern Chinese behavior and attitudes are very different from the ones 

in West. The sociocultural aspects are immensely reflected to the business world. For ex-

ample whereas in West the CEO is often seen as the consensus builder, in China the CEO is 

assumed to be a sole decider who shows the way. Hierarchy is often much stricter in the 

Middle Kingdom. In addition, the face culture and dignity are integral part of doing busi-

ness in China. Making Chinese employee, colleague, or business partner look bad in front 

of others, to lose face in other words, can have long lasting and devastating consequences. 

On the other hand, the Chinese will as well remember so called giving face, making person 

look good in front of others, for a long time. (Jayaraman 2009, 57.) 

 

Interpersonal relationships, also known as “guanxi” cannot be omitted in Chinese business 

culture. Social networks are always part of business world but in China, the guanxi has an 

extremely critical role. Chinese business infrastructure is not as functional as it might be in 

developed world. In the environment of a weak legal contract structure and difficulty to ac-

cess valid information, guanxi network can give major help. (Wilson 2008, 26.) In addition 

to the importance of the relations to other organization and business partners, close rela-

tions with the authorities are important in China. Good guanxi speed up significantly per-

mission and application processes whereas lack of guanxi makes bureaucracy slow and 

troublesome. (Wang 2007, 117, 123.) 

 

The urban population in China has increased from 58 million in 1949 to 670 million in 

2010 (Themelis & Mussche 2013, 8). It is estimated that the Chinese urban areas are re-

ceiving 310 million additional city dwellers in the next 20 years (CHDR 2013, 3). Even 

though Pöyry (2009, 6) estimates that informal waste management sector will eventually 
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phase out in China, there is going to be growing number of inhabitants in the cities without 

employment. This will ensure scavengers will be collecting salable materials from the 

waste in the future as well. 

 

3.4 Technological 

 

China has been increasingly investing on environmental solutions and cleantech. However, 

funding for solid waste management has been lacking behind other environmental im-

provements. Government has been trying to solve the problem by increasing public-private 

partnerships and allowing more private investments in waste management industry. While 

the front-end services such as waste collection and transportation are mainly carried out by 

local Chinese companies the market in disposal treatment is more open to foreign organiza-

tions and the competition in the field is very intense. This is because the disposal stage is 

highly technical, and many problems can’t be solved by government itself but require help 

from the specialized companies. The development can be seen especially in the waste in-

cinerator power plants. (Pöyry 2009, 2, 55.) 

 

Many Western companies have failed in China when selling their products as-is. To be rec-

ognized, marketing and branding must be done in Chinese way. Good examples of failures 

are Google and eBay which were overcome by Chinese counterparts. The localization must 

be understood and the products must be designed taking account the requirements of the 

Chinese markets. (Jayaraman 2009, 59.) 

 

According to Pöyry (2009), even though turn-key type of solutions take more time and ef-

fort than selling single product, it is often better way to start business in China. Western 

technology can still be less well-known for Chinese enterprises. It is possible that separate-

ly sold product brings low value and total revenue for the buyer, whereas product which is 

tailored for local companies and sold as part of the system can contribute a long customer 

relationship. (Pöyry 2009, 5-6.) 
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The copying culture is deeply integrated into Chinese society and China is the largest man-

ufacturer country of counterfeit products. Copying and patent violations are not often seen 

as morally wrong actions. Instead, copying foreign products is considered as a patriotic act 

which brings advantage to the country. (Jayaraman 2009, 56.) Nonetheless, China is invest-

ing increasingly to own research and development. In 2012 R & D expenditure in China 

was already 1.98 % of the GDP, being the 14th biggest number in the world. 3 years earlier 

in 2009 China spent 1.70 % of GDP to R & D. (World Bank 2014.) The R & D growth rate 

has been tremendous when taking into account the rapid GDP growth in China. 

 

3.5 Environmental 

 

China government is paying increasing amount of attention to environmental aspects. The 

12th five-year-plan which started since 2011 and lasts till 2015 stipulates many ambitious 

targets related to sustainable growth. For example, water usage is cut down by 30 % per 

unit of industrial added value, energy reduction per unit of GDP is cut by 16 %, and CO2 

emissions related to GDP cut by 17 %. Tailor made environmental programs have been ac-

customed for several big state owned enterprises (SOE). (KPMG 2011.) 

 

Chinese citizens are increasingly interested and aware of the environmental situation of the 

country. This has forced Chinese government to pay more attention to environmental pro-

tection. (Cairns 2013, 3.) Many international news agencies have reported about Chinese 

people’s growing rage about bad environment. Especially planned waste incineration plants 

have sparked numerous protests. Demonstrations in Boluo County, Guangdong province 

(Wall Street Journal 2014), Hangzhou (Reuters, 2014), and Guangzhou (Refworld 2013) 

are just examples. It is clear that Chinese people do not fear to express their opinion about 

the polluted environment anymore. 

 

Another proof of increasing grass root activity is the growing number of non-governmental 

organizations (NGO) in China. In 1988 Ministry of Civil Affairs reported a total number of 

4 800 officially registered NGOs. By 2006 the number had risen already to 346 000 and the 
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amount of organizations is continuously increasing. (He & Ashley 2008, 41.) Current 

amount of official and unofficial NGOs is difficult to tell but the number is certainly signif-

icant. There is a big variety of different kinds of NGOs but the environmental field has at-

tracted lots of attention in particular (Morton 2005, 522). The main NGOs have strong con-

nections with the political decision makers and many NGO leaders have background in 

media (Kang & Feng 2006, 139). 

 

Spending the resources in current pace is as well economically thinking impossible equa-

tion for China. In April 2012, the Minister of Land and Resources, Xu Shaoshi, announced 

that by 2020 China will face a serious shortage for 11 out of 45 main minerals critical to its 

economy. According to Minister Xu, China needs to substantially increase the imports of 

the minerals in the next 10 years. In addition, China needs to learn how to utilize the avail-

able minerals in the best possible way. (Kosich 2012.) Taking the prevailing situation into 

account, it can be stated that China will be more sophisticated in separating the valuable 

goods from the waste flow. 

 

3.6 Legal 

 

Chinese five-year plans are aiming for the core principle of 3Rs (reducing, reusing and re-

cycling). The usage of raw materials is minimized and the utilization of waste for energy 

and recycling are maximized. Since year 2000, Chinese government has implemented se-

ries of laws and regulations concerning the material re-use and utilization. Most of the Poli-

cies are issued by National People’s Congress (NPC), Ministry of Environmental Protec-

tion (MEP), Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), National Development and Reform 

Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Finance (MOF), and State Ministry of Taxation 

(SMOT). (Wu et al. 2013, 164-165; 174.) Policies and laws can be seen in table 6. 
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Table 6. Key Circular Economy Policies in China from 2000 (Wu et al. 2013, 174). 

Year Policy Policymaker Year Policy Policymaker 

2003 
Cleaner Production  

Promotion Law 
NPC 2008 

Directory on Enterprises Income 

Tax of Comprehensive Utilization 

of Resources 

NDRC 

2003 
Environmental Impact  

Assessment Law 
NPC 2008 

Notice on Value-added Tax Policy 

of Comprehensive utilization of 

resources and other Products 

MOF, 

SMOT 

2003 
Accelerating the Development of 

Circular Economy 
MEP 2009 

Policy on Sludge Disposal and Pol-

lution Control Technology in Mu-

nicipal Wastewater Treatment Plan 

MOHURD, 

MEP 

2006 

Policy on Pollution Control Tech-

nology of Abandoned Household 

Appliances and Electronic Products 

MEP 2009 Circular Economy Promotion Law NPC 

2007 
Management Approach to Recy-

cling of Renewable Resource 
MOC 2010 

Guidelines for the Preparation of 

Circular Economy Development 

Plan 

NDRC 

2007 
Notice on Evaluation Index System 

for Circular Economy Development 
NDRC, MEP 2011 

Regulation on Recycling of Waste 

Electrical and Electronic Products 
State Council 

2008 Energy Conservation Law NPC 2012 
Twelfth Five-Year-Plan for Circular 

Economy Development 
State Council 

 

 

On overall, the Intellectual Property (IP) and business laws are perceived as weak in China. 

Laws can be very complex which leaves local lawyers room to manipulate against Western 

businesses. China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 has given a bit more protection for IP 

rights but there are still many loopholes and weakness. (Jayaraman 2009, 56.) However, it 

is likely that the IP protection in China is getting stricter in the future. In 2012, residents of 

China filed 560681 patent applications, more than any other country in the world (WIPO 

2013, 7). 

 

China adopted extremely strict emission standard GB13223-2011 for coal-fired power 

plants in January 1
st
 2012. For example, limits of NOX, SO2, and particulate matter are low-

er compared to the limits in European Union or United States. (World Resources Institute 

2012.) However, according to consultation with Ministry of Environmental Protection, pro-

ceeded by Tao Yao, standard GB13223-2011 will not be applied for conventional thermal 

plants where any amount of waste is burned alongside with the coal. In such cases, waste 

incineration emission limits will be applied instead, regardless of the amount of MSW 

mixed in the fuel. (Yao 2011 a, 9.) China national standard and EU standard for waste in-

cineration can be seen in table 7. It is notable that the emission limits of Chinese power 
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plant raises significantly if waste is being incinerated alongside with coal even for small 

amounts. 

 

Table 7. National Emission Standards of China and EU (EU Directive 2010/76/EC; MEP of PRC 2001). 

Pollutant  

[mg/m
3
] 

China National Standard 

(GB18485-2001) 

EU Standard  

(2010) 

Total dust 80 10 

CO 150 50 

NOX 400 200 

SO2 260  50 

HCl 75  10 

Hg 0.2  0.05 

Cd 0.1  0.05 

Pb 1.6  0.5 

Dioxins 1.0 ng TEQ/m
3
 0.1 ng TEQ/m

3
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4 CUSTOMER SEGMENTS FOR WASTE PRE-TREATMENT 

 

Chapter 4 describes the main customer segments for waste pre-treatment manufacturer, 

waste incineration operators and cement producers in China. 

 

4.1 Waste Incineration 

 

The number of incineration plants in China has increased from 36 (2001) to 159 (2013) and 

the capacity of a single plant has grown tremendously (figure 8). Waste is being incinerated 

by using grate incinerators, CFB incinerators, or rotary kilns. Grate and CFB incinerators 

dominate the market, while rotary kilns are only mainly used in small scale hazardous 

waste destruction. In 2012, there were 76 grate incinerators and 45 CFB incinerators in op-

eration. (Xiao 2013, 5-6, 15.) Recently, most of the new WTE plants have been using grate 

incineration technology. According to Dynagreen’s Global Offering Report (2014 a, 79), 18 

out of 21 WTE projects which commenced operation in China in 2012 utilize grate boilers 

and only 3 were using CFB incineration technology. 

 

 

Figure 8. Number and capacity of waste incineration plants in China 2001-2013 (Xiao 2013, 5). 
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Waste disposal methods vary widely according to region (figure 9). Incineration as waste 

disposal is relatively widespread in the wealthy Eastern Regions (red box), whereas in rural 

areas landfilling is the dominant method. 

 

 

Figure 9. Waste disposal methods by region in China (Asia Waste-to-Energy Conference documentation 

2012, 25). 

 

 

Most of the waste-to-energy projects are based on a build, operate, transfer (BOT) business 

model. Typically in China, these are 30-year contracts giving the company right to operate 

the project during the concession period. Local governments tend to give out these con-

tracts because the operator will pay for the construction of the project and at the end of the 

contract operator will transfer the asset to the government at the operator’s cost. In April 

2012, NDRC announced a ‘Notice in relation to the Optimization of Waste-to-energy Pow-

er Tariff Policy’. According to policy WTE projects, approved after January 1st 2006, re-

ceive national standard tariff of 0.65 RMB/kWh for produced electricity. In addition, WTE 

operators receive waste treatment tariff, also known as tipping fee, which varies according 

to the area. Typically the waste treatment tariff is 60-120 RMB/ton. On average, electricity 

tariff produces around 60 % of WTE operators’ income whereas tipping fee accounts for 
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the remaining 40% of the yields. Typical payback time for waste incineration project is 8 – 

12 years. (Wu 2012, 13, 22; Dynagreen 2014 a, 110.) 

 

Fossil fuels are burned alongside with the waste occasionally. The tariff price of 0.65 

RMB/kWh is valid when waste incineration generates more than 50 % of the produced en-

ergy. If the waste incineration generates less than 50 % of the produced energy WTE pro-

ject is taken as conventional power generation and is not entitled to WTE subsidies. To 

prevent the misdemeanor, each ton of received domestic waste is calculated to create 280 

kWh of electricity. WTE tariff price is applicable to generated electricity up to 280 kWh of 

produced electricity per waste ton. The excess electricity generation per waste ton will re-

ceive the conventional power generation price which varies according to the area and is 

usually 0.40-0.50 RMB/kWh. (NDRC 2012.) 

 

The total number of WTE projects was 226 at the end of third quarter of 2013 when adding 

together as well the projects under construction or planning. Waste incineration markets are 

very concentrated in China and the 6 biggest companies in the industry account for over 50 

% of the market share. (Xiao 2013, 12.) The companies which have 9 or more on-going 

waste incineration projects can be seen in table 8. On-going projects include waste incinera-

tors in operation, under construction, or under planning. Table 8 describes as well the main 

geographical area of the company.  
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Table 8. Major Waste Incineration Operators in China (Xiao 2013, 12; Operators’ web pages). 

Logo Operator Grate / CFB 
Total projects 

2013 

Total capacity 

[ton/day] 

 

Hangzhou  

Jinjiang  
40 43400 

 
CECEP 

  
27 27500 

 

General Energy 

& Environment  
21 22000 

 
Dynagreen 

 
22 21250 

 

Shanghai  

Environment  
13 21050 

 

Everbright  

International  
24 21000 

 

Sanfeng  

Covanta  
16 19200 

 

Shenzhen  

Energy  
9 18500 

 

Sound  

Environmental   
17 17850 

 

Zhejiang 

Weiming  
17 13160 

 

Grandblue  

Environment  
13 11200 

 

http://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HOBISuUOGVSp8M&tbnid=ZWJ9t4mTP9qvnM:&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://jyzx.lzjtu.edu.cn/www/HdComDisp.asp?id%3D12819&ei=yka-U_GmKYWfkwXzwIGACQ&psig=AFQjCNFIjaqLvcvUMNciskEpEE9VLKtx7w&ust=1405065290750773
http://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HOBISuUOGVSp8M&tbnid=ZWJ9t4mTP9qvnM:&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://jyzx.lzjtu.edu.cn/www/HdComDisp.asp?id%3D12819&ei=yka-U_GmKYWfkwXzwIGACQ&psig=AFQjCNFIjaqLvcvUMNciskEpEE9VLKtx7w&ust=1405065290750773
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4.1.1 Stoker Grate 

 

At present, the incineration facilities located in economically developed cities in the East-

ern Coastal Areas are mostly using mechanical stoker grate boilers. The capital cost for 

stoker grate incinerator varies between US$ 98 million and US$ 164 million / thousand 

tons daily treatment capacity. The stoker grate technology has been mainly imported from 

outside of China, most often from Europe, USA, or Japan. The usage of imported incinera-

tion equipment is often causing operational problems. High moisture content and low calo-

rific value of Chinese MSW is increasing the need of maintenance. The operation and 

maintenance costs for stoker grate which include personnel training, fuel, and replacement 

and maintenance of the machinery parts varies between US$ 16 and US$ 32 per treated 

MSW ton. (Zheng et al. 2014, 139; Zhou & Chen 2012, 348.) However, China has been 

putting more resources on developing own domestic stoker grates. In 2012, already 39 out 

of 76 WTE plants using stoker grate furnaces were domestically made, 28 were imported 

equipment, and 9 were domestic build equipment using mainly imported technology. (Xiao 

2013, 7). 

 

4.1.2 Circular Fluidized Bed 

 

CFB boilers for waste incineration are mainly located in economically less developed areas 

such as in small and medium cities as well as in large cities in the middle and west parts of 

China. This is because the capital and operational costs are merely half in CFB incineration 

compared to the stoker grates. In addition, coal as an auxiliary fuel for CFB processes is 

abundant in the inner regions. (Zheng et al. 2014, 139.)  

 

Chinese developed their own CFB technology for the low LHVar of the MSW (Themelis & 

Mussche 2013, 10). Therefore CFB technology in China is not as mature and stable as im-

ported stoker grate technology which has been developed over considerably longer period 

of time. CFB advantages such as complete combustion of MSW, lesser dioxin emissions, 

and joint treatment with sewage have not been as good as expected (Zheng et al. 2014, 

140). 
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CFB waste incinerators have been domestically developed by local academic research cen-

ters such as Zhejiang University, Qinghua University, and Chinese Academy of Sciences 

(Reddy 2011, 381). Over 200 tons / day waste incineration boiler markets are dominated by 

three local boiler manufacturers. Wuxi Huaguang Boiler is the largest player in the field 

with 40 % market share. Hangzhou Boiler Group has 30 % share and Nantong Wanda Boil-

er 25 % share. Other manufacturers have only 5 % share of the markets (Figure 10). (Re-

searchInChina 2011, 40.) More accurate introduction of boiler manufacturers can be seen in 

appendix XIII. 

 

 

Figure 10. Boiler Manufacturers Market Share (ResearchInChina 2011, 40). 

 

4.1.3 Questionnaire for waste incineration operators 

 

Waste incineration operators were approached via semi-structured questionnaire. Altogeth-

er 8 Chinese WTE operators replied to the survey. 3 of the companies are using CFB incin-

eration and 5 grate incineration, respectively. Companies were able to tick multiple options 

from one question. Sometimes, companies left some of the questions blank. Questionnaire 

can be found in appendix I. 

40% 
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5% 

Manufacturers of Waste Incineration Boilers (>200 tons / day) 

Huaguang Boiler

Hangzhou Boiler

Nantong Wanda
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 What kind of auxiliary fuel is used in the combustion process? 

 

None Coal Diesel Gas 

    
 

Auxiliary fuel is very commonly used in waste incineration. Every CFB operator use coal 

and all but one grate operator diesel for starting the combustion process. In addition, 2 of 

the operators use gas. Only one grate operator announced not to use any fossil auxiliary 

fuel. 

 

 What kind of waste is combusted? 

 

MSW Industrial waste Biomass 

 
  

 

All the operators are using municipal solid waste for the combustion. One operator com-

busts industrial waste and one combusts biomass. It must be noted that Chinese MSW is 

not necessarily similar everyday items discarded by the public what we are accustomed to. 

Instead, MSW may contain highly variable material and as well large particles for example 

big pieces of furniture. In addition, biomass share of the MSW is relatively high. 

 

 What waste fractions should be separated from the waste flow? 

 

Ferrous metals Non-ferrous metals Inert (stone, sand glass) Plastics 

 
   

 

Separated waste fraction desires were quite similar regardless of the operator using grate or 

CFB incineration. One of the grate incineration operators did not describe separated frac-

tions prior to combustion. However, company is relying on households that recyclable ma-

terials should be removed by the people and sorted to appropriate containers.  
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 Specific requirements for the RDF 

 

Low mercury Low chlorine Low moisture content Homogeneous particle size 

    
 

2 grate operators announced that low moisture content for the RDF is substantial for the 

smooth combustion process. One CFB operator required homogeneous particle size. It must 

be noted that high moisture of waste in grate incineration and big particles in CFB incinera-

tion have been causing problems for Chinese WTE operators. However, 3 grate operators 

didn’t mention the importance of low moisture and 2 CFB operators neglected the appro-

priate particle size. A few operators mentioned the requirements of low heavy metals of 

RDF. 

 

In addition, most of the companies affirmed that sufficient LHVar of the waste is 2000 

kcal/kg (in China kcal is still commonly used instead of kJ when describing the calorific 

value). One of the grate operators required the calorific value to be over 5000 kcal/kg. It 

must be noted that 5000 kcal/kg is very likely only on company’s wish list for the quality of 

the waste and not an absolute requirement. 

 

 Required particle-size of RDF [mm] 

 

<20 20-40 40-80 80-120 120-180 180-250 250-300 >300 

 
 

  
    

 

One grate operator required 250-300 mm particle size for the RDF. 2 operators said that 

over 300 mm particle size is sufficient for the smooth combustion process. 2 of the grate 

operators left the question blank implying that the particle size is not important for them. In 

general, particle size is not being considered as an important factor for grate combustion 

and therefore there are no surprises in the responses.  

 

However, CFB operators’ responses seem to be more interesting. One of the operators re-

quired as small as 20-40 mm particle size. Other two were fine with considerably larger 
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particle size with the selections of 120-180 mm and 180-250 mm, respectively. In general, 

100 mm is considered as suitable particle size by the experts for CFB waste combustion.  

 

 Waste input capacity [t/hour] 

 

<10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-70 70-100 >100 

  
   

  
 

 

CFB operators announced their waste input volume were around 40 tons per hour whereas 

grate operators’ input volumes were considerably higher. Nevertheless, one of the grate 

combustor’s input capacity seems to be as low as 20-30 tons per hour. One grate operator 

left the question blank. It must be taken into account that incineration operators have sever-

al WTE plants, capacities of which may vary. 

 

 

 What kind of waste pre-treatment equipment is currently in operation? 

 

 
shredder, trommel screen, air  

classifier, vibrating screen, magnet  
vibrating screen 

 
shredder, magnet 

 
None 

 

The pre-treatment used by CFB operators is more thorough compared to the one used by 

grate operators. 2 CFB operators used shredder and magnet to handle the waste and one op-

erator trommel screen, vibrating screen, and air classifier in addition. For grate operators, 

one operator is using vibrating screen while the other 4 operators combust the waste with-

out any pre-treatment. 

 

 What kind of challenges the company has faced related to waste pre-treatment 

and incineration processes? 

 

 

Construction waste and unexpected particles are causing problems and failures for 

the process. Pre-treatment working conditions are bad and the odors are difficult to 

control. 

 

Construction cost, maintenance cost, and energy consumption are high for the pre-

treatment system. Nonetheless, the treatment results are poor and operational fail-

ures are common. For incineration process, plant noise, odors, and dust generation 
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are voluminous and difficult to control. 

 
Knives of the shredders elapse quickly and the pre-treatment process causes a lot of 

odors.   

 
Manual sorting should be increased for the smooth process. 

 

High moisture content, low calorific value, and uneven distribution of the waste 

lead to unstable combustion conditions. The ash generation is voluminous caus-

ing corrosion of the boiler. 

 
Large furniture must be manually picked and handled prior to combustion. 

 
None, current boiler can process all the waste 

 

For the CFB operators, the pre-treatment of the waste is often causing problems. Waste 

shredders have not been functioning properly and the pre-treatment generates odors and 

noises. For grate operators, problems associated with the unstable combustion are mostly 

due to uneven waste composition. 

 

 What is the company’s opinion about the waste pre-treatment prior to com-

bustion? 

 

 
Waste collection and sorting system should be improved to prevent unexpected par-

ticles in MSW. 

 

In China, waste composition is complex and moisture content high. Due to the lack 

of source separation, pre-treatment is very important phase of the waste incineration 

process.  

 

At the moment, China is short of know-how about waste classification, sorting, and 

drying. Company’s goal is to purchase foreign product, learn the technology, and 

start own manufacturing process. 

 
Manual sorting should be increased to separate different waste fractions. 

 

Households’ awareness of the importance of manual sorting should be increased. 

Waste pre-treatment is done in poor conditions and can cause secondary envi-

ronmental problems. 

 
Waste management should be started from the source separation and continue to 

the utilization of each of the fractions.  

 

Due to the variance of the waste, choosing the appropriate shredder is difficult 

and on overall grate incineration does not require pre-treatment. Working condi-

tion in the pre-treatment area is bad for the staff, and the scavengers will perform 

the waste sorting. 

 
None 
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Almost without exception, waste incineration operators wanted to transfer the responsibility 

of waste pre-treatment to households and scavengers. Mechanical pre-treatment is seen as 

dirty process which is to be avoided. In addition, it seems that operators were a bit unaware 

of what kind of pre-treatment methods would be suitable for their incineration processes. 

One CFB operator gave out very interesting reply by denoting China’s lack of proper 

knowhow on waste pre-treatment and by suggesting to purchase foreign state-of-the-art 

product, in order to learn and adopt the technology. After that the company is able to begin 

the own manufacturing process of pre-treatment products.  

 

 According to company’s opinion, is recycling going to reduce the high calorific 

value waste combustion in the future? 

 

 

In China, most of the high calorific fractions are already separated from the waste 

flow by scavengers. It seems that calorific value will not decrease due to the recy-

cling. 

 

It is possible that sand and stones are separated from the waste flow for final dis-

posal while glass, plastic, and metals are separated for recycling. This will homoge-

nize the combusted material. 

 

Recycling of the valuables is going to increase in China. However, removal of the 

metal and stones is only stabilizing the combustion process. In addition, calorific 

value of the waste is increased during drying process. 

 
Yes 

 

Recycling, at some point, is going to increase the variance of high and low calo-

rific waste. It is important that waste is being mixed prior to combustion for sta-

ble burning conditions.  

 
No 

 
- 

 

Operators’ opinions about recycling’s impact on incinerated waste composition varied 

highly. Some of the operators described that recycling is going to lower the calorific value 

of RDF and some said the calorific value is only getting higher. Couple of operators didn’t 

see any effect for incineration with the recycling. 
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4.2 Cement Industry 

 

With the fast growth of China’s economy, the cement production has increased rapidly over 

the past 30 years (figure 11). China’s cement output in 2010 was 1.87 billion tons which 

was 56 % of the world’s total cement production. (Ke et al. 2013, 172.) Due to the ongoing 

development of the building industry, the demand and output of cement is still likely going 

to increase in the near future. However, once China’s infrastructure level is getting close to 

the Western World, it is likely that the demand of cement is going to decrease significantly 

and serious capacity surplus may occur. As a result, the domestic competition will increase 

and outdated production capacity will be phased out. (Ke et al. 2012, 749.) 

 

 

Figure 11. China’s gross domestic product (GDP) and cement output, 1980-2010 (Ke et al. 2013, 173). 

 

In 2009, China announced its ambition to reduce CO2 emissions per unit of GDP by 40 – 

45 % by 2020 comparing to the level of 2005. Cement production is very energy intensive 

process and the usage of coal accounts for around 90 % of the total energy consumption of 

China’s cement industry. According to the study performed by Ke et al. (2012) the usage of 

alternative fuels, especially the usage of MSW as energy source in cement industry, could 
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be raised from the 2010 level of 2.2 % up to 48.8 % of the total energy shares in China con-

text. This would cut down 23 % of the total CO2 emissions of the Chinese cement produc-

tion. To achieve the CO2 reduction target the government of People’s Republic of China 

may need to perform specific actions on the industry such as increasing carbon taxation or 

subsidies for environmentally sound processes. (Ke et al. 2012, 745, 749.) To survive in the 

cement industry companies need to find more economically and environmentally sustaina-

ble ways for operations and increased usage of waste as energy source can be considered as 

probable solution. 

 

However, often in China cement manufacturers are not able to obtain waste for utilization 

even they would require it. Generated waste is owned by local Environmental Sanitation 

Bureau (ESB) which is under control of the City Government. ESB collects yields by dis-

posing the waste to the landfills or combusting it in the incineration plants it owns. Cement 

manufacturers are under other departments of City Government and therefore not able to 

get the waste. (Vilkuna, interview 17th June 2014.) In June 2014 NDRC published state-

ment according to which cement manufacturers will have easier access to high calorific 

fractions of the waste in the future. Pilot projects for using waste as alternative fuel will be 

launched at the aim of stabilizing MSW combustion to be part of cement manufacturing in 

China. (NDRC 2014.) 

 

In May 2013, the central government announced that rooting out the overcapacity of ce-

ment industry is one of the key economic initiatives for the year 2013. NDRC and MIIT 

jointly announced ‘Determination to Suppress Unchecked Expansion of Industries with Se-

vere Excess Capacity’ plan. Cement industries need to curb unchecked expansion, prohibit 

any approval of new project and stop any project under construction if a suitable license is 

not been obtained. (Saunders 2013.) 

 

COMPANIES 

 

According to Amy Saunders (2013) it is difficult to assess the big Chinese cement produc-

ers because information provided by the companies can’t be independently verified. Ce-
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ment industry is highly dependent on construction industry which in turn reflects the na-

tional economic growth pace. It is possible that the Chinese cement production capacities 

are over reported to boost the image of Chinese economic growth. (Saunders 2013.) 

 

The leading cement companies are located by the region in terms of the long distances and 

logistic problems of the raw materials and the sales of finished products. Thus, the leading 

companies are located in the wealthy east coast where the construction industry is more ma-

ture. (Ren & Fukuo 2014, 109.) 

 

While the 10 biggest cement companies in the world account for about 50 % of the word’s 

cement production, in China, the top 10 companies had only 23 % of China’s domestic 

market share in 2010. It is said that these cement manufacturers will hold 35 % of the mar-

ket share by 2015. Chinese government has been promoting mergers and acquisitions 

among the cement companies to increase the stability of the industry. In 2006 Chinese gov-

ernment and NDRC declared a policy to reduce the number of cement companies from 

5000 to 2000. The goal is to replace the out dated industry equipment with new ones by 

merging the small scale cement companies to the state-of-the-art enterprises. There are 12 

national large scale enterprises and 48 regional midscale enterprises which enjoy the favor-

able policy of the government facilitating them to receive public funded projects and to ac-

quire smaller cement enterprises. (Ren & Fukuyo 2014, 109; 112; NDRC 2006.)  

 

12 national cement companies can be seen in table 9 and 48 regional cement producers in 

figure 12. It should be noted that often different national and regional key cement enterpris-

es are group organizations and hold multiple cement manufactures. Many key enterprises 

are held by the same parent organization and many of the regional key enterprises are 

owned by one of the national key enterprise. More detailed introduction of the key national 

cement companies can be found in appendixes XIV - XXIII.  
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Table 9. 12 national cement enterprises which are receiving support from the government of PRC (NDRC 

2006). Map describes the main business area of the company and size of the logo cement production capacity. 

Operator Logo Operator Logo 

Anhui Conch 
 

Shandong Shanshui 

 

China United  

Cement Corporation 
 

Jilin Yatai 

 

Sinoma 
 

Beijing Building 

Material Group 
 

Henan Tianrui 

 

Huaxin Cement 

 

Tangshan Jidong 

 

Zhejiang Leomax 

 

Hongshi Group 

 

Gansu Qilianshan 
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Volan 

内蒙古乌兰 

 
Melic Sea 

内蒙古蒙西 

 
Hebei Luquan 

河北鹿泉东方 

 
Taiyan Lionhead 

山西太原狮头 

 
Liaoning Industrial 

辽宁工源 

 
Jiamusi Hongji 

黑龙江佳木斯鸿基 

 
Jiangsu Pangu 

江苏盘固 

 
Jiangsu Jinfeng 

江苏金峰 

 
Zhejiang Hushan 

浙江虎山 

 
Zhejiang Cement 

浙江水泥 

 
Anhui Tongling 

安徽铜陵上峰 

 
Fujian Cement 

福建水泥 

 
Jiangxi Evergreen 

江西万年青 

 
Jiangxi Yadong 

江西亚东 

 
Jiangxi Lanfeng 

江西兰丰 

 
Shandong Jinlu 

山东金鲁城 

 
Shandong Yizhou 

山东沂州 

 
Mengdian Jituan 

孟电集团 

 
Hubei Jinglan 

湖北京兰 

 
Zhaoshan Xinxing 

湖南兆山新星 

 
Guangdong Tapai 

广东塔牌 

 
Guangzhou Yexiu 

广东广州越秀 

 
Guangxi Huarun 

广西华润 

 
Guangxi Yufeng 

广西鱼峰 

 
Guotou Hainan 

国投海南 

 
Lafarge Chongqing 

拉法基重庆 

 
Lafarge Sichuan 

拉法基四川 

 
Chongqing CNBM 

重庆 CNBM 

 
Sichuan Jin Ding 

四川金顶 

 
Yunnan Rui’an 

云南瑞安 

 
Shaanxi Qinling 

陕西秦岭 

 
Shaanxi Shengwei 

陕西声威建材 

 
Ningxia Jiancai 

宁夏建材 

 
Xinjiang Qingsong 

新疆青松 

 
Shanghai Jianzhu 

上海建筑材料 

 
Zhejiang Honghuo 

浙江红火 

烟台东源 
 

Shandong Yantai 

山东烟台东源 

 
Jiangsu Hengli 

江苏恒来 

 
Fujian Long Lin 

福建龙麟 

 
Shandong Taishan 

山东泰山 

 
Liaoyuan Jingang 

吉林辽源金刚 

 
Yunnan Kun Gang 

云南昆钢嘉华 

 
Zhejiang Jianfeng 

浙江尖峰 

 
Henan Tongli 

河南省同力 

 
Jiangsu Jiaxin 

江苏嘉新京阳 

 
Hunan Shaofeng 

湖南韶峰 

 
Gezhouba Cement 

葛洲坝股份 

 
Dalian Cement 

大连水泥 

Figure 12. 48 regional cement enterprises which are receiving support from the government of PRC (NDRC 

2006). 

 

Cement organizations were approached with similar kind of questionnaire as the waste in-

cineration operators via various channels. Unfortunately, it was not possible to get any pri-

mary information from the cement operators’ waste pre-treatment needs.  
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5 BUSINESS MODELS 

 

Chapter 5 describes the current status and future predictions for waste-to-energy markets in 

China. Marketing strategy for waste pre-treatment manufacturer is compiled according to 

the future predictions, partner search, marketing mix, and competitor comparison of the 

waste utilization field of China. 

 

5.1 Future Predictions for Waste-to-Energy Markets in China 

 

The net electricity generation in China is assumed to increase from 4000 TWh in 2011 to 

around 7200 TWh in 2020. At the same time in the 12th Five-Year Plan the Chinese gov-

ernment set a target to increase the non-fossil fuel energy generation to 15 % from 8 % 

which was the level in 2011. It is clear that China needs alternative energy production 

methods and waste combustion is going to have bigger share on electricity generation. (EIA 

2014.) The waste incineration markets in China have developed a lot recently. Business 

models and technology level of the operators have improved. The subsidy mechanism has 

as well gotten more mature. (Xiao 2013, 15.) 

 

Grate combustion has become more common solution for the waste incineration operators 

recently. The Chinese officials tried to support the usage of CFB incineration because of its 

domestic origin earlier. However, currently more than half of the grate furnaces in use are 

constructed in China. Generally speaking grate furnaces are mostly used in the East Coast 

of China. Waste incineration is becoming more common in the inner China and time will 

tell are the operators of those areas going to increase the amount of CFB boilers which they 

already are using or will they introduce the grate incineration technology. 

 

As indicated previously, there will be mergers and acquisitions in waste-to-energy field 

making the industry even more concentrated (Xiao 2013, 16-17). Even China has declared 

to have a war against pollution, government subsidies for environmentally sound processes 

are still relatively low. Companies must usually have big volumes to reduce the costs and to 
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benefit from the subsidies to survive in Chinese renewable energy markets. Most likely rel-

atively few new WTE operators or grand cement producers come into existence. Most of 

the customers which are potential waste pre-treatment equipment buyers in the future are 

already in the markets. This pattern is as well supported by the favorable policy that major 

WTE and cement operators are at the moment receiving from the PRC government. 

 

People’s awareness of environmental issues is growing rapidly in China. Local residents 

have demonstrated recently against the incineration plants, which are under construction or 

planned to be built. Chinese government has started to pay more attention to the emissions 

of the incineration plants. It is likely that emission standards will get stricter and the super-

vision of the emission levels tighter. (Xiao 2013, 16) 

 

5.2 Finding the Right Customers 

 

Environmental sector in China, like in any other country, is very political. Occasionally the 

operator which would benefit out of the waste utilization is not able to receive solid waste. 

First thing to do when marketing the products to potential customer is to make sure that the 

customer has an access to the waste. If that is not the case the product is useless for the cus-

tomer and the time spent to the negotiations is completely wasted.  

 

There are various kinds of companies in China WTE and cement manufacturing fields. 

Roughly speaking, the companies can be divided into 2 groups. Group A are the pioneers. 

The company of this group sees the success as a continuous development and tries to find 

out new innovations and ways to conduct business. Pioneer perceives the new state-of-the-

art product more as an opportunity instead of a threat. It is always better to have new 

equipment and methods in use before the competitors have them. Group B are the follow-

ers. The company of this group concentrates on minimizing mistakes and believes that the 

competitive advantage can be reached via reduction of the costs. Followers are conservative 

about buying a totally new product in the markets and instead, want to see competitors us-

ing them first as a reference. 
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To distinguish whether the company is a pioneer or a follower is often difficult. One way to 

spot the difference is to monitor potential customer’s purchasing department’s objectives. 

Very often in China, the purchasing department’s performance is measured by, and only by 

the amount of money the department has spent. In these cases, it is rather useless to try to 

persuade the company with the quality of product or short payback time. As a follower, the 

company is eventually going to buy the cheapest equipment already available in the mar-

kets. On the other hand, some of the purchasing departments are having more internal inter-

action with the technical departments. For these companies, the lifetime, performance, and 

the ease of maintenance of the equipment have higher priorities and the companies are not 

extremely sensitive about the price. These pioneer companies are more willing to adopt 

new technology. 

 

Many of the WTE operators are using contractors to get the turn-key solution for the pro-

cess equipment. In these cases, the above-mentioned scenario is even further emphasized. 

The contractor is often instructed to purchase the cheapest possible equipment and there is 

nothing much to be done for a quality product manufacturer to achieve the deal. 

 

Most of the potential state-of-the-art waste pre-treatment equipment purchasers are the ce-

ment and WTE companies which are currently market leaders. However, it must be taken 

into account that the competition in China waste management industry is fierce and every-

one is trying to be the top player of the field. It is possible that the companies which are at 

the moment holding the runner-up position in the markets want to buy the high-quality 

equipment to catch up the current market leaders. 

 

 

5.3 Marketing Mix for Waste Pre-treatment Equipment in China 

 

Marketing mix describes how the company should set the sold product, price, place, and 

promotion to successfully operate in China markets. 
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5.3.1 Product 

 

Common mistake for Western enterprises is to enter the China markets with products as is. 

Chinese MSW type differs from the Western one and it is crucial that the waste pre-

treatment equipment can process the moist and variable Chinese waste. The main issue 

about choosing and developing the equipment to be sold in China is to take into account the 

needs of local customers. However, it is likely that customer themselves are not clearly 

aware of the most suitable pre-treatment equipment for their own needs. Chinese CFB op-

erators have very variable viewpoints for the required waste particle size in the process as 

was seen from the replies in the questionnaire chapter 4.1.3. Moreover, waste being used as 

an alternative fuel in cement production is completely new method in China and therefore it 

is likely that cement operators don’t have any better awareness of the required pre-

treatment prior to the waste utilization. Additionally, grate operators didn’t have any de-

mand for the waste pre-treatment equipment. 

 

The situation can be turned into an advantage by being an educator of the markets. The 

CFB and grate operators as well as cement manufacturers should be clearly informed about 

the benefits waste pre-treatment products can bring to each of the parties. The seller must 

be present before purchasing to demonstrate and test the product for customer, during pur-

chasing for product installations, test runs and staff training, and after purchasing with 

maintenance. It is important to make sure that product is being used correctly. Chinese 

waste utilization markets are increasingly concentrated and run by big conglomerates. Suc-

cessful deal can lead to a long lasting and fruitful co-operation process. Most important is 

to get a pilot project to start building the trust. 

 

When the waste pre-treatment manufacturer is developing new products to Chinese markets 

it must be aware of the development of the Chinese waste management industry. Usually 

the equipment are developed to meet the needs of waste pre-treatment prior to energy utili-

zation either in cement production or in CFB combustion. In China, it looks like the waste 

used for fuel in cement production is going to increase and likely there is rising demand for 

these products. However, in waste incineration, current trend is that grate combustion is 
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gaining a toehold at the expense of CFB combustion. Waste pre-treatment manufacturer 

must monitor the situation and possibly start developing equipment that corresponds to the 

needs of grate combustion. 

 

To survive in competition companies in China are developing themselves and their pro-

cesses rapidly. Customers’ changing needs must be perceived. When developing the prod-

ucts, it is important to know what the cement and waste incineration operators need in a 

few years instead of concentrating on what they need in the current moment. China is 

changing fast. 

 

It is likely that the so called blue ocean markets will not continue for long when the Chi-

nese WTE operators get more familiar with the benefits of the pre-treatment. When the 

markets get competed it is needed to diversify and develop the products furthermore. In this 

case development co-operation with Chinese leading CFB development academic institu-

tions, such as, Zhejiang University, Qinghua University and Chinese Academy of Sciences 

could be considered.  

 

There might be lot of potential on the low-mid or middle segments for pre-treatment 

equipment. However, those segments are full of Chinese shredder manufacturers who are 

producing average quality products for cheap price. Many of the Chinese companies are 

very aggressively doing research and development. The company which is aiming to Chi-

nese middle markets should ask itself why the Chinese companies are aggressively trying to 

rise to the top markets. Most likely the top markets in waste pre-treatment industry is just 

more rewarding. 

 

5.3.2 Price 

 

Chinese markets are one of the largest and most competed in the world. Chinese competi-

tors have tendency to win over the markets with small costs and Chinese customers have 

preference for the low first price. (Pöyry 2009, 6.) Prices can of course be higher with good 
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quality products. However, the freshness of Chinese waste pre-treatment markets must 

again be noted. Very often the potential customers haven’t had any touch with pre-

treatment products beforehand. Customers don’t pay so much attention with the details of 

the product and the price is the only recognizable attribute. This doesn’t mean that Chinese 

customers should be approached via cheap bad quality products. Rather, product should be 

simple enough that the first price wouldn’t be too high. After the first pilot project and 

building up some trust, customers are more willing to purchase more expensive products. 

 

Business model with the sales should be considers thoroughly. Chinese customers are often 

careful for buying expensive products without good references. However, in waste pre-

treatment industry major share of income often comes from maintenance and the replace-

ment parts. Lowering the first price for the increase of aftersales yields could be an idea 

worth of consideration.  

 

5.3.3 Place 

 

Place means the distribution method of the product. If the pre-treatment equipment is man-

ufactured outside of China, distribution starts with exporting the product to the country and 

delivering the product inside the country to the end user. In this case exporting company 

will need to pay for import duty which is (cost of goods + transportation cost + cargo insur-

ance) * tariff rate. Tariff rate varies according to the product group and origin country. In 

case the equipment is imported as machinery parts and combined in China the duty formula 

is similar with exception of smaller tariff rate. (China Briefing 2014.) However, with local 

production careful attention should be paid to the possibility of copying the equipment by 

local party. 

 

Instead of just one homogeneous area, China can be taken as a big continent with a lot of 

provinces and variation. This must be noted when planning the shipping and carriage of the 

product. Often there can be many unexpected surprises when transporting the goods. 

Equipment can get stuck in the harbor or there can be some problems with the carriage in 
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the inner regions. With the distribution, as in everything in China, it is good idea to reserve 

time and to be flexible. 

 

Maintaining the products by sending engineers from other side of the world is expensive 

and time-consuming. The reserves for spare parts and skilled engineers must be found close 

to the end customer. This will as well increase the trust in the eyes of the local customers 

by giving a message that the company is in China for good.  

 

5.3.4 Promotion 

 

The product life cycle of waste pre-treatment systems in China are at its introduction phase 

and the marketing manner should be informative. Companies should be let known what is 

mechanical waste pre-treatment, how it is done, and what kind of benefits it can bring to the 

waste incineration or cement manufacturers. Marketing speeches starting from the details 

often will miss the target audience. It must be remembered that many of the Chinese waste 

management operators have not had any co-operation with foreign parties before and the 

informing process should be started from the very basics in these cases. Telling first about 

home country, culture, and the area of headquarters may feel like waste of time for Western 

business people but is actually an important process to build up trust with the Chinese 

counterparts. 

 

Sometimes, gaining trust and building up the personal relationship with the customer can 

be very difficult for the foreign enterprise in China. Shortcut for co-operation process can 

be taken if a highly considered Chinese official or scholar speaks on behalf of the Western 

company. This can be achieved by joining the governmental level co-operation programs of 

the countries. Other method is to start mutual research program with the local academic in-

stitute. Leading Chinese CFB developers are Qinghua University, Zhejiang University, and 

Chinese Academy of Sciences. Co-operation with these institutes might be rewarding. Chi-

nese customers are much more sensitive of the positive words given out by other Chinese. 
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Many of the Western people are surprised of the strictness of Chinese emission limits. Of-

ten, China is seen as a place where factories may pollute the environment carelessly but that 

definitely is not the case nowadays. The government of PRC is continuously pushing com-

panies for cleaner operations and WTE processes are not exception. The environmental 

benefits of the waste pre-treatment are still quite unknown for the WTE operators itself. 

Pre-treatment equipment manufacturer should find out what kind of environmental benefits 

can be achieved by treating the waste prior to CFB and grate incineration or the energy uti-

lization of waste in cement manufacturing. WTE operators are certainly interested of all the 

methods there are to cut down the emissions. 

 

Seven out of eight operators mentioned using fossil auxiliary fuel to start the incineration 

process in the questionnaire sent to WTE companies. An alternative method would be to 

use high calorific value solid recovered fuel (SRF) made of waste to start the combustion. 

The use of SRF would naturally cut down the CO2 emissions of the process. In addition, it 

would be a big source of pride for WTE operators not needing any fossil fuels for the pro-

cess and the government would likely be favorable towards these operators. 

 

An interesting idea would be to start co-operation with one of the Chinese environmental 

NGOs. It would be likely that the environmental NGOs would try to give support on mak-

ing the pre-treatment a common process prior to waste utilization in China if the emission 

benefits of waste pre-treatment can be indisputably demonstrated. It must be noted that 

many NGOs have good connections inside the country. In addition, often the NGO leading 

figures have built their career in media and the co-operation could bring good publicity. 

The involvement of NGO in setting up the waste incineration plant could calm down the 

increasing demonstrations against the WTE processes.  

 

Timing is important when marketing the waste pre-treatment equipment to the WTE opera-

tors. Typical WTE plant construction process includes three phases, preparatory work, con-

struction implementation, and operation preparatory. Process can be seen in figure 13. The 

first phase, preparatory work, includes project planning and waste treatment system instal-
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lations. (Dynagreen 2014 a, 114.) Operators should be contacted before or during the pre-

paratory work phase when the new WTE processes is about to start. 

 
 

1. Preparatory work 
2. Construction 

implementation 
3. Operation preparatory 

 

Establish project company 

 
Environmental assessment, 

feasibility studies and other 

compliance checks 

 
Project approvals 

 
Selection and appointment 

of the providers of design 

solution, construction solu-

tion and equipment 

  

 

Site survey and design 

 
Terraforming and under-

ground works 

 
Ground engineering and 

equipment installations 
 

 

Establishment of entities and 

staff hiring and training 
 

Figure 13. Typical WTE project construction process (Dynagreen 2014 a, 114). 

 

5.4 Equipment Comparison 

 

The bad quality of the equipment currently being in use is partially the reason of the 

sparseness of waste pre-treatment in China. Waste-pretreatment caused several problems 

for the waste utilization operators as was seen from the questionnaire replies in chapter 

4.1.3. Pre-treatment was seen as dirty and fetid process with uncertain results. After build-

ing up close discussion link and relations with the Chinese customers, waste pre-treatment 

manufacturer should demonstrate the high quality of the products. 

 

One of the main grievances was the poor working conditions of waste pre-treatment. Mod-

ern state-of-the-art equipment should be marketed with the cleanliness of the process. 

Waste management workforce operate in hygienic conditions and the undesirable odors are 

very mild. In addition, the ease of the maintenance should be highlighted. Waste incinera-

tion operators complained about the weak knife duration and the large part of the opera-
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tional hours used for changing or welding the knives. Simple and fast spare part exchange 

can be highly valuable for the operator. 

 

Another cause of problems was unstable and poor results of the waste treatment. Potential 

customers should clearly let know the benefits of small homogeneous particle size and the 

uniformity of end product composition. In questionnaire replies none of the grate combus-

tors were using waste shredding but many of the operators stated about the problems caused 

by uneven waste. Grate operators could be as well approached by demonstrating the bene-

fits of stable waste composition caused by waste pre-treatment. 

 

5.5 Marketing Strategy 

 

Very often many Western enterprises are having same methods for their operations in Chi-

na as in any other country. These very same companies almost as often back off from China 

when the business didn’t carry off. Thus, the unique environment of China requires lot of 

attention and planning to set up the suitable operational strategy in the country. 

 

Marketing strategy for waste pre-treatment equipment can be compiled by gathering to-

gether the information gained from the internet sources, expert interviews and questionnaire 

sent to the companies. The strategy can be found in figure 14. 
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OBSERVE THE MARKETS 

Observe the situation in Chinese WTE markets. Is grate combustion going to continue in-

crease the share of incineration methods? Is cement industry getting bigger share of MSW? 

What kind of needs each of the industries have now and after 5 years? Note the composi-

tion of Chinese waste and the variation of different geographical areas in China. 

 

PICK THE RIGHT CUSTOMERS 

Find out the forerunner operators of the fields which are willing to invest in new technolo-

gy. Make sure that the customer is able to obtain sufficient amount of waste. Most likely 

the current main WTE operators and state supported cement operators are big players in the 

future as well. Find out when these operators have new sites under planning. 

 

BUILD RELATIONSHIP WITH CUSTOMERS AND OFFICIALS 

Build up personal relationship with customers and officials. Start the introduction of your-

self from the big picture and very basics. Get clear data of environmental benefits of your 

products. Try to get Chinese officials or scholars to speak on behalf of you. Consider option 

to co-operate with environmental NGOs. 

 

EDUCATE THE MARKETS 

Use informative marketing manner. Tell clearly what kind of benefits CFB or grate opera-

tors and cement manufacturers can get by mechanical waste pre-treatment.  

 

CONTINUE TO DETAILS 

Tell about clean and hygienic working conditions and the lack of odors. Let the customer 

know as well the ease of the maintenance and the stable results of end product. 

 

SET UP PILOT PROJECT 

Set up pilot project with equipment which are not very pricy. Make sure the equipment is 

used and maintained properly. After customer’s trust is gained it is easier to continue to 

bigger projects with bigger yields. 

 

LOCALIZE THE PRODUCTION 

After stable sales revenues the company could consider the localization of the production. 

Relying only on direct exports will very likely lose the competition in long run due to high-

er expenses. 
Figure 14. Marketing strategy for waste pre-treatment company when operating in China. 
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6 DISCUSSION  

 

PESTEL analysis was selected to analyze the Chinese waste pre-treatment industry for the 

research process. Chinese waste management is highly political area and the Western com-

panies operating in the field must be aware how the government intervenes to different pro-

cesses. Economic, technological, legal, and environmental factors are very rapidly changing 

and foreign companies must continuously keep themselves up to date of the current situa-

tion. Social factor in China is a result of development of 5000 year-old civilization and the 

manners differ considerably from the ones in west. Thus, in my opinion PESTEL analysis 

was suitable approach to view how Western pre-treatment company should see the Chinese 

markets. 

 

Marketing mix was drawn up according to the PESTEL analysis and other findings of the 

field. It was possible to gather usable information with the tool for marketing the products. 

However, the drawn directions can be indefinite. Like most of the time in B2B sales, prod-

uct, price, place, and promotion are arranged together with the contract parties and details 

for the operations cannot be generalized. In addition, framework left some of the infor-

mation missing out. For example current competitors in the markets or possible substitute 

methods to mechanical waste treatment were not addressed in the research. There would be 

numerous frameworks how to regard the business and all of them would add up different 

kind of viewpoint to the industry. Limit must be placed somewhere and this time combina-

tion of PESTEL analysis and marketing mix were able to provide fairly comprehensive 

model for operating in Chinese waste pre-treatment markets. 

 

Study process itself was educational and rewarding period for me. However, there were of 

course as well difficulties when making as broad research as the thesis was. Especially the 

beginning of the study caused trouble. The main research question was not clear when start-

ing the study and this naturally slowed down the process pace. Further, not knowing clearly 

what to research hampered gaining relevant information from the experts of the field when 

it still was easier to access. For what I have heard from fellow students, this is very com-

mon scenario when writing the thesis. Still, by having a clear research question in the be-
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ginning of the process, thesis would very likely give rise to more comprehensive and useful 

research results.  

 

 If I could go back 1 year in time and have a word with myself I would teach myself to di-

vide the study preparation process into 3 question phases to which the responses must be 

formed in order: 

 

1. What is the research question? 

Clear research question and objective in the beginning helps significantly to start the 

research process. The topic can of course be changed many times during the study. 

Most important is that there is something concrete from where to start. 

 

2. How the research is carried out in practice? 

Master’s Thesis consists of theory information of the study field, collection of re-

search data, and processing the research data into the results of the study. Especially 

the data collection part should be planned precisely. The more detailed are the ad-

vice how to get the data the better. 

 

3. What kind of knowledge is needed to perform the data collection? 

Carrying out a research naturally requires some base information of the area. This is 

true in particular when the field of the research, in this case waste pre-treatment in 

China, is relatively new. Relevant information for the thesis would have been to 

find out what kind of potential customer sectors there are in China and according 

the experts what kind of benefits the customers are getting with the pre-treatment 

products. 

 

It would be important that all the major study-related parties would attend and agree about 

the research direction. The prevailing conditions must be taken into account when drawing 

out the guidelines for the thesis. 
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Collecting information of Chinese companies is always a big challenge. Often the facts 

about companies vary highly according to the information source. Only few of the WTE 

operators and cement manufacturers are publishing proper annual reports and the infor-

mation announced on the companies’ web pages is very limited. As an example, the biggest 

WTE operator of China, Hangzhou Jinjiang, provides only short general description of its 

WTE processes and the pages were most recently updated in 2002. The content is as brief 

in Chinese as in English. Another example is Tangshan Jidong, the 7th biggest cement pro-

ducer in the world in 2013. English information at the company’s pages is limited and oc-

casionally totally irrelevant. At the responsibilities section there is only a short copy paste 

from ESPN about San Francisco 49ers player Braylon Edwards’s injury. Among the organ-

izations there are as well some exceptions. The companies which are expanding abroad and 

seeking international co-operation have usually clear and comprehensive web pages.  

 

In addition with the lacking of data and inaccuracy of the available information in the sec-

ondary sources, gaining the primary information is as well very challenging in China. Ce-

ment and WTE operators are often part of huge conglomerates and finding out the person 

who to contact can feel like looking for a needle in a haystack. Waste management in China 

is generally speaking an industry run by senior males who rarely speak any English and 

Chinese language skill is essential. And even the researcher would have found a right per-

son and is accompanied by interpreter it is very unlikely that this particular person is will-

ing to give out any information if the researcher does not have common friends - guanxi in 

other words. 

 

However, despite the challenging surroundings for carrying out the thesis, lot of useful in-

formation was able to be collected to draw out the business guiding for the company. A 

comprehensive fieldwork process with the help of people with proper connections in China 

made it possible to gain detailed information from the sources to which the public usually 

don’t have an access. In addition, the help of local friends, colleagues and translation pro-

grams made it possible to collect information from the sources which were published only 

in Chinese. This thesis has confirmed many experts’ message of China for being an ex-

tremely challenging environment but with the hard work the results can be fruitful. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Waste pre-treatment markets in China are at the early stages. However, the pace of growth 

in waste-to-energy processes predicts increasing demand of the pre-treatment equipment. 

China has been often considered as difficult business environment for Western enterprises. 

Nonetheless, market potential is first-class. It is essential to be on the cutting edge of the 

industry and resting on laurels in the biggest and fastest developing markets of the world 

will be disastrous. 

 

China may be considered as very unique business environment with the history of thou-

sands of years and the enormous changes taken place in the past couple of decades. Under-

standing Chinese society is a thrilling lifelong process. Thus, recommendations announced 

in this thesis can be considered only taken suitably place in the Middle Kingdom markets. 

However, Chinese people, culture, and habits can nowadays be seen everywhere. With the 

support of Central Governments Go Out policy, it is very likely that Western companies 

end up making business with Chinese counterparts regardless of the geographical area. Un-

derstanding China and Chinese people is therefore more and more important for everybody. 

 

High risk, high reward kind of setting is typical for China. There is no point to only try the 

toe in the water. Market entry requires lot of resources, patience, and time but the award for 

success is as well significant. Whether or not to enter the Chinese markets is a question 

latecomer enterprises are still pondering. Competition is fierce and many companies have 

tried and failed. One thing can still be considered certain. To be in the front line of the 

business world, organization must have strong foothold in China - especially in waste man-

agement industry. 
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Appendix I. Questionnaire sent to the waste incineration operators (English version) (1/2) 

Organization:  Title:  Name:  

 

 

Industry:  Incineration method:  Auxiliary fuel in the process: 

☐ Cement production ☐ CFB ☐ None 

☐ Waste Management ☐ Grate ☐ Coal 

☐ Power Plant ☐ Cement kiln ☐ Diesel 

☐ Other, describe: 

 

☐ Cement pre-calciner ☐ Other, describe: 

 ☐ Other, describe: 

 

   

 

Waste type: 

 Separated fractions from  

the waste flow: 

 Specific requirements for the 

end product: 

☐ MSW ☐ Ferrous metals ☐ Low mercury 

☐ Industrial waste ☐ Non-ferrous metals ☐ Low chlorine 

☐ Biomass ☐ Stones, sand and glass ☐ Low moisture content 

☐ Mono-fraction, de-

scribe: 

 

☐ Biowaste ☐ Homogeneous particle size 

☐ Plastics ☐ Other, describe: 

 
☐ Other, describe: 

 

☐ Other, describe: 

 

 

Required calorific value 

of the end product [kcal]: 

  

Required particle-size [mm]: 

  

Waste input capacity [t / hour] 

☐ 0 - 2000 ☐ < 20 ☐ 20 - 40 ☐ < 10 ☐ 10 - 20 

☐ 2000 - 4000 ☐ 40 - 80  ☐ 80 - 120  ☐ 20 - 30  ☐ 30 - 40  

☐ 4000 - 6000 ☐ 120 - 180 ☐ 180 - 250 ☐ 40 - 50 ☐ 50 - 70 

☐ > 6000 ☐ 250 – 300 ☐ > 300 ☐ 70 – 100 ☐ > 100 

 

 

What kind of waste pre-treatment equipment are currently being used? 

 



Appendix I. Questionnaire sent to the waste incineration operators (English version) (2/2) 

Describe the challenges of the waste pre-treatment and incineration process: 

 

 

Is waste pre-treatment going to become more common in China? What is your opinion? 

 

 

Is increasing recycling going to reduce the amount of high calorific waste incinerated in the future 

in China? What is your opinion?   

 



Appendix II. Waste Incineration Operators: Dynagreen 

Dynagreen Environmental Protection Group Co., Ltd. 

绿色动力环保集团股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

2000 
Revenue (2013) 

975.2 million 
Profit (2013) 

287 million 
Registered Capital (2013) 

7 billion 
Employees 

804 
Headquarters 
Shenzhen 
Website 

dynagreen.com.cn/en/index.asp 

Main industries 

Recycling economy and renewable energy 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 8 4 22 

Total capacity [ton/day] 6100 4450 21250 

Figure 15. Dynagreen (Xiao 2013, 12; Dynagreen 2014, b). 

 

Dynagreen Environmental Protection Group Co., Ltd. is a constructor and operator of 

waste-to-energy facilities under public-private partnership agreement. Company’s control-

ling shareholder is Beijing Government’s asset holding company. (Dynagreen 2014 b.) In 

2013 Dynagreen signed waste incineration projects in Thailand and Malaysia (China 

Solidwaste 2014). It should be noted, that even the majority of the Dynagreen’s existing 

incineration plants are located in the economically developed east coast, most of the new 

projects are in Inner China.  



Appendix III. Waste Incineration Operators: Chongqing Sanfeng 

Chongqing Sanfeng COVANTA Environmental 

Industry Co., Ltd. 

重庆三峰卡万塔环境产业有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Covanta Energy holds 40 % of the 

joint venture 

Founded 

1998 
Parent company 
Chongqing Sanfeng Environmental 

Industrial Group Co., Ltd 
Headquarters 
Chongqing 
Website 

Environmental group:  

www.cseg.cn 

Sanfeng Covanta:  

www.sancov.com 

Main industries 

investment, development, construction, operation, and equipment supply of WTE processes 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 8 3 16 

Total capacity [ton/day] 8800 6000 19200 

Figure 16. Chongqing Sanfeng (Xiao 2013, 12; Sanfeng; Yao 2014, 37). 

 

Chongqing Sanfeng Environmental Industry has dedicated to WTE industry since its estab-

lishment. Sanfeng Environment uses German based Martin GmbH grate fire incineration 

and flue gas treatment technology. In 2007 the company formed Sino-US enterprise with 

Covanta Holding Corporation. Sanfeng Environment holds 60% equity of the shares and 

Covanta Holding 40%, respectively. (Sanfeng Environment 2013.) 



Appendix IV. Waste Incineration Operators: Everbright International 

China Everbright International Ltd. (CEI) 

中国光大国际有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

2003 
Parent company 
China Everbright Group 
Turnover (2013) 

4.26 billion 

Profit (2013) 

1.06 billion  
Market capitalization (2013) 

37.5 billion 
Employees 

2000 
Headquarters 
Hong Kong 
Website 

www.ebchinaintl.com 

Main industries 

waste, methane, and biomass to energy, solar energy, solid waste and waste water treatment 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 10 4 24 

Total capacity [ton/day] 9700 2300 21000 

Figure 17. Everbright International (Xiao 2013, 12; CEI 2013; Yao 2014, 36). 

 

CEI is a business conglomerate specializing on investment, construction, operation, devel-

opment, and manufacturing on environmental protection and alternative energy industries. 

Businesses are carried out mainly in China but as well in Germany. (China Everbright In-

ternational Limited 2013.) China Solidwaste (2014) ranked CEI the leading waste incinera-

tion company in China in year 2013 (China Solidwaste 2014). CEI uses grate combustion 

technology. However, in September 2012 CEI Holding signed co-operation and investment 

agreement with Zhejiang Wang Environmental Protection, which operates 6 waste incinera-

tion plants including 4 CFB plants (Zhejiang Wang 2013.)  



Appendix V. Waste Incineration Operators: Zhejiang Weiming 

Zhejiang Weiming Environmental Protection Co., Ltd. 

浙江伟明环保股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Founded 

1998 

Parent company 
Weiming Group 
Revenue [2013] 

0.53 billion 
Profit [2013] 

0.175 billion 
Employees 

885 
Headquarters 

Wenzhou 
Website 

www.cnweiming.com/en 

Main industries 

Landfilling, waste incineration, sewage treatment, renewable energy 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 12 2 17 

Total capacity [ton/day] 9360 1900 13160 

Figure 18. Zhejiang Weiming (Xiao 2013, 12; Zhejiang Weiming 2012). 

 

Zhejiang Weiming Group is a holding corporation concentrating mainly on environment 

protection industry. Group’s subsidiary Zhejiang Weiming Environmental Protection Co., 

Ltd. operates in waste disposal industry. Its core businesses are waste disposal’s technical 

development, equipment manufacturing, project investment, project construction, and oper-

ation management. Weiming has invested, constructed and operated 16 waste incineration 

projects in Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Hebei, and Hainan provinces. Total disposal capacity of the 

projects is around 4.6 million tons / year. (Zhejiang Weiming Environment Protection Co., 

Ltd. 2012.) 



Appendix VI. Waste Incineration Operators: Grandblue Environment 

Grandblue Environment Co. Ltd. 

瀚蓝环境股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

1992 
Revenue (2013) 

1.08 billion 
Profit (2013) 

261 million 
Market capitalization (2013) 

7.4 billion 
Employees 

1362 
Headquarters 
Foshan 
Website 

www.grandblue.cn 

Main industries 

tap water production and supply, sewage treatment, solid waste disposal 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 10 - 13 

Total capacity [ton/day] 8300 - 11200 

Figure 19. Grandblue Environment (Grandblue Environment; FT 2014 c; C&G 2014). 

 

Grandblue Environment, formerly Nanhai Development, is operating the whole solid waste 

treatment industry chain covering the garbage collection, transportation, compression, and 

incineration. Grandblue invested over 2 billion rmb to construct waste treatment center in 

Foshan, Guangdong, which includes 2 waste incineration plants. (Grandblue.) Grandblue 

operates mainly in WTE industry via C&G Environmental Protection which WTE business 

it acquired in November 2013. C&G have 11 ongoing projects in China and awarded pro-

jects in Thailand and Malaysia. (C&G 2014.) 



Appendix VII. Waste Incineration Operators: Shenzhen Energy 

Shenzhen Energy Environmental Engineering Co., Ltd. (SEEE) 

深圳市能源环保有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

1997 
Major shareholder 
Shenzhen Energy Group 
Revenue (2012, group) 

12.8 billion 
Profit (2012, group) 

0.9 billion 
Market Capitalization (2014) (Group) 

17 billion 
Employees (Group) 

3402 
Headquarters 
Shenzhen 
Website 

www.seee.com.cn 

Main industries 

MSW, hazardous waste, biomass, and sludge treatment 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 5 0 9 

Total capacity [ton/day] 6450 0 18500 

Figure 20. Shenzhen Energy (Xiao 2013, 12; Bloomberg 2014 c; Shenzhen Energy 2013). 

 

SEEE is a subsidy of Shenzhen Energy Group and concentrates on WTE projects. SEEE 

used imported Keppel Seghers’ grate technology, and after domestication and innovations, 

SEEE successfully self-developed and self-produced the incineration equipment. After 

completed, Shenzhen East WTE power plant will be the largest high standard WTE plant in 

the world with the daily capacity of 5000 tons. (SEEE.) 

 

 



Appendix VIII. Waste Incineration Operators: Shanghai Environment 

Shanghai Environment Group Co., Ltd. (SEG) 

上海环境集团有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

2004 
Parent company 
Shanghai Chengtou Holdings 
Revenue (Chengtou) 

3.47 billion 
Profit (Chengtou) 

1.38 billion 
Market Capital   
1.28 billion 

Employees (Chengtou) 

1320 
Headquarters 
Shanghai 
Website 

www.sh600649.com 

Main industries 

Shanghai municipal waste transportation, treatment and disposal 

 Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 6 0 13 

Total capacity [ton/day] 10200 0 21050 

Figure 21. Shanghai Environment (Xiao 2013; Chengtou 2011 ). 

 

Shanghai Environment Group Co., Ltd (SEG) concentrates transportation, landfilling, and 

waste-to-energy processes of municipal solid waste. The main business area of SEG is 

Shanghai where it owns more than 80 % of the market shares of the MSW transportation 

and disposal. (SCH a 2011.) SEG used to be Sino-US joint venture owned by SCH and 

Waste Management Inc. until March 1
st
 2014 when SCH acquired the remaining 40 % of 

the JV holding 100 % of the SEG shares (FT 2014 a).  



Appendix IX. Waste Incineration Operators: Hangzhou Jinjiang 

Hangzhou Jinjiang Group Co., Ltd. 

杭州锦江集团 

 
 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Founded 

1993 
Total assets (group) (2002) 

30 billion 
Honors 

One of China’s top 500 private run 

enterprises  
Co-operation 

Co-operation with Zhejiang Univer-

sity developing CFB technology 

Headquarters 

Hangzhou 
Website 

www.jinjiang-group.com/en 

Main industries 

energy, metal, chemical, textile, paper making 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 17 12 40 

Total capacity [ton/day] 22300 9400 43400 

Figure 22. Hangzhou Jinjiang (Xiao 2013, 12; Yao 2014, 35). 

 

Hangzhou Jinjiang Group (HZJJ) is a private enterprise concentrating mainly on environ-

mental friendly energy industry, non-ferrous metal industry, and chemical industry. HZJJ 

was founded in 1993 and the organization has grown to be one of the top 500 civil-run en-

terprises in China. In WTE sector HZJJ operates via its 100 % owned subsidy China Green 

Energy Ltd. (Hangzhou Jinjiang Group 2002.) In addition to strong foothold in China, 

HZJJ has as well expanded its operations to Southern Asian regions such as Vietnam and 

Indonesia (China Solidwaste 2014). China Solidwaste (2014) ranked HZJJ the most influ-

ential CFB waste incineration company in China in year 2013 (China Solidwaste 2014).

http://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HOBISuUOGVSp8M&tbnid=ZWJ9t4mTP9qvnM:&ved=0CAgQjRw&url=http://jyzx.lzjtu.edu.cn/www/HdComDisp.asp?id%3D12819&ei=yka-U_GmKYWfkwXzwIGACQ&psig=AFQjCNFIjaqLvcvUMNciskEpEE9VLKtx7w&ust=1405065290750773


Appendix X. Waste Incineration Operators: CECEP 

China Energy Conservation and Environmental  

Protection Group (CECEP) 

中国节能环保集团公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

1988 
Revenue (2013) 

32.5 billion 
Profit (2013) 

2.2 billion 
Market capitalization (2013) 

28.6 billion 
Employees (group) 

30000 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.cecep.cn 

Main industries 

Water, solid waste and flue gas treatment, energy efficient construction, wind power 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 13 10 27 

Total capacity [ton/day] 14450 9150 27500 

Figure 23. CECEP (Xiao 2013, 12, CECEP 2013). 

 

CECEP concentrates on energy saving and environmental protection industry and is operat-

ed directly under the State Council. Waste disposal projects are mainly conducted via China 

Environmental Protection Company, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of China Energy 

Conservation and Environmental Protection Group Co. (CECEP 2013.) CECEP is a pioneer 

among the Chinese environmental companies by publishing a comprehensive annual social 

responsibility report (China Solidwaste 2014). 



Appendix XI. Waste Incineration Operators: General Energy & Environment 

Beijing China Sciences General Energy & Environment  

Co., Ltd. (GEE) 

北京中科通用能源环保有限责任公司 

 
 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Founded 

1987 
Predecessor 

Beijing General Energy & Power 
Parent company 
China Sciences Group 
Revenue (2013) 

305 million 
Profit (2013) 

76 million 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.csgee.com 

Main industries 

R & D, investing, building, and operating CFB incineration plants 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 11 - 21 

Total capacity [ton/day] 10000 - 22000 

Figure 24. CSGEE (Yao 2014, 34, GEE 2010, Bloomberg 2014 e). 

 

GEE concentrates on solid waste management projects. The company is a holding subsidi-

ary of China Sciences Group Ltd. and receives strong technical support from its previous 

owner, Chinese Academy of Sciences. GEE is a pioneer of WTE processes holding 35 pa-

tents in the field of CFB combustion. (GEE 2010.) CEE is currently using Satrind, SID, and 

Chinese shredders in their operations (Yao 2014, 34). 

 



Appendix XII. Waste Incineration Operators: Sound Environmental 

Sound Environmental Resources Co., Ltd 

桑德环境资源股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Founded 

1993 
Major shareholder 
Sound Group (46%) 
Revenue (2013) 

2.68 billion 

Profit 

586 million 
Market capitalization 

17 billion 
Employees 

2022 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.soundenvironmental.cn 

Main industries 

Landfilling, waste incineration, waste water treatment, recycling 

 
Plants in operation 2013 New contracts 2013 Total amount of projects 

Number 1 6 17 

Total capacity [ton/day] 730 5700 17850 

Figure 25. Sound Environment (Xiao 2013, 12; Forbes 2014; Sound Environment 2006). 

 

Sound Environment concentrated formerly only on landfilling processes. However, the 

company has started strong incineration market development and is showing a great poten-

tial (Xiao 2013, 14). Sound Environment is using both CFB and grate boilers. In addition to 

waste incineration, the company uses foreign waste crushing and sorting technology in its 

biomass plants and construction waste recycling plants. (Sound Environment 2006.) 



Appendix XIII. Boiler Manufacturers (1/2) 

Wuxi Huaguang Boiler Co., Ltd. 

无锡华光锅炉股份有限公司 

 

Type 

public limited company 

Headquarters 
Wuxi 

Operational areas 

worldwide 
Founded 

1958 
Employees 

2181 
Website 

www.wxboiler.com 
Main industries 

waste incineration, biomass, and coal fired boilers, purification equipment, water treatment 

equipment, electric power and heat generation and distribution 
Figure 26. Wuxi Huaguang  (Wuxi Huaguang Boiler Co., Ltd. 2014 ). 

 

Wuxi Huaguang Boiler Co., Ltd. (WHBC) is a boiler manufacturer for power stations and 

waste incineration plants. WHCB is the biggest waste incineration boiler manufacturer in 

China with 40 % market share of over 200 tons / day boilers. (ResearchInChina 2011, 40.) 

Besides from close co-operation with Qinghua University Huaguang has many partners 

from Europe, USA, and Japan for research and development of incineration technology. 

(Wuxi Huaguang Boiler Co., Ltd. 2014.) 

 

Nantong Wanda Boiler Co., Ltd. 

南通万达锅炉有限公司 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Headquarters 
Nantong 

Operational areas 

worldwide 
Founded 

1958 
Employees 

1100 
Website 

www.ntwdgl.com 
Main industries 

CFB and grate boilers for coal, biomass, and waste incineration 
Figure 27. Nantong Wanda (Nantong Wanda Boiler Co., Ltd.). 



Appendix XIII. Boiler Manufacturers (2/2) 

Nantong Wanda Boiler Co., Ltd. is a private enterprise and it is part of Sinoma Internation-

al Group. Nantong Wanda supplies e.g. waste heat recovery generator boilers for cement 

industry and CFB waste-to-energy and biomass boilers for energy industry. The capacities 

of single WTE CFB furnace vary from 20 tons per hour to 75 tons per hour. Nantong Wan-

da has established research and development center together with Zhejiang University. 

(Nantong Wanda Boiler Co., Ltd.)  

 

Hangzhou Boiler Group Co., Ltd. 

杭州锅炉集团股份有限公司 

 

Type 

public limited company 

Headquarters 
Hangzhou 

Operational areas 

worldwide 
Founded 

1955 
Employees 

2163 
Website 

www.chinaboilers.com/en 
Main industries 

Boiler development, production, and installation for cement and power generation indus-

tries.  
Figure 28. Hangzhou Boiler Group (HBG 2009; EMIS 2014 ). 

 

Hangzhou Boiler Group Co., Ltd. (HBG) is a large group corporation concentrating on de-

velopment, production and installations of incineration boilers, pressure vessels and envi-

ronmental protection equipment. The company joined to Xizi UHC enterprise leading to 

rapid development of the boiler business. HBG manufactures various kinds of boilers. By 

2009, HGB has fabricated and sold 17 units of CFB waste incineration boilers with total 

capacity of 3500 tons per day and 45 sets of grate waste incineration boilers with total ca-

pacity of 13125 tons per day. The company has made co-operation with many international 

companies such as with Finnish Ahlstrom. (HBG 2009.) 



Appendix XIV. Cement Producers: Anhui Conch 

Anhui Conch Cement Co., Ltd. (ACC) 

安徽海螺水泥股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

1997 
Rank global 

1st 
Rank China 

1st 
Revenue (2013) [rmb] 

55.26 billion 

Profit (2013) [rmb] 

9.38 billion 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

140.7 billion 
Employees in China 

45235 
Headquarters 
Wuhu 
Website 

english.conch.cn 

Main industries 

Production and sales of cement and clinker 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

217 26 

Figure 29. Anhui Conch (Saunders 2013; China Fortune 500. 2014; ACC 2013, 17). 

 

ACC is the largest single brand supplier all over the world. ACC is concentrated primarily 

in China but as well sales in Russia, Australia, Brazil, North America, Africa and the Mid-

dle East. Company has started its internationalization development by starting a cement 

manufacturing project in South Kalimantan, Indonesia. ACC holds 16 % of the shares of 

Jidong Cement which is the 7
th

 biggest cement manufacturer in China and 25 % of the 

shares of Xinjiang Qingsong Building Materials and Chemicals Group which is large ce-

ment manufacturer in Northwestern China. (ACC 2013, 16, 39) 

export  



Appendix XV. Cement Producers: CNBM 

China National Building Material Co., Ltd. (CNBM) 

中国建材股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

1984 
Rank global 

4th 
Rank China 

2nd 
Revenue [rmb] (2012) 

217.43 billion 

Profit [rmb] (2012) 

11.16 billion 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

33.5 billion 
Employees in China 

165652 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.cnbmltd.com/en/index.jsp 

Main industries 

manufacturing and distribution of building materials e.g. cement, glass, composite etc. 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

128 80 

Figure 30. CNBM, figures include the whole corporation (Saunders 2013; Bloomberg Businessweek 2014 a; 

CNBM 2012, 5). 

 

CNBM is the largest Chinese comprehensive building materials industry group. CNBM 

owns 560 subsidiary companies which are involved in cement industry in China. Main en-

terprises of the group operating in cement industry are China United Cement Co., Ltd., 

Zhejiang Leomax Group Co., Ltd., South Cement Co., Ltd., and North Cement Co., Ltd. As 

wholly state-owned enterprise, CNBM carries out many new pilot projects under central 

government supervision. Worldwide, the group has operations in 28 countries with more 

than 60 building material production lines. (Saunders 2013; CNBM 2003.) 



Appendix XVI. Cement Producers: Sinoma 

Sinoma International Engineering Co., Ltd. 

中国中材集团有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

2001 
Rank global 

10th 
Rank China 

5th 
Revenue [rmb] (2012) 

20.80 billion 

Profit [rmb] (2013) 

61.37 million 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

8.32 billion 
Employees 

10369 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.sinoma.com.cn/en 

Main industries 

contracting services for cement industry, equipment sells and operation 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

53 4 

Figure 31. Sinoma (Saunders 2013; 2014; Sinoma 2010; FT 2014b). 

 

Sinoma International Engineering Co., Ltd (Sinoma) is a public listed company and its par-

ent company China National Materials Group Corporation Ltd. is a state owned enterprise. 

Parent company owns as well share of Tianshan Cement and Ningxia Building Materials. 

Sinoma is present in over 70 countries worldwide and its overseas clients include Lafarge, 

Italcementi, Holcim, and Heidelberg Cement to mention few. Overseas business accounts 

for more than 70 % of the total operations. (Sinoma 2010; Sinoma 2013.) One of Sinoma’s 

subsidiaries with 51 % share, Gansu Qilian Shan Cement Group Co., Ltd., is as well itself 

one of the 12 national cement companies supported by the state. The company concentrates 

in the areas of manufacturing and distribution of cement products and it has large foothold 

in the provinces of Gansu and Qinhai. (Gansu Qilian 2013.) 



Appendix XVII. Cement Producers: China Tianrui 

China Tianrui Group Cement Co., Ltd. 

中国天瑞集团水泥有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

wholly foreign owned enterprise 

Founded 

2000 
Rank global 

13th 
Rank China 

6th 
Revenue [rmb] (2013) 

8.66 billion 

Profit [rmb] (2013) 

0.56 billion 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

5.26 billion 
Employees in China 

8086 
Headquarters 
Ruzhou 
Website 

www.trcement.com/doce/home 

Main industries 

cement and clinker production and distribution 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

42 11 

Figure 32. China Tianrui (Saunders 2013; China Fortune 500. 2014; China Tianrui 2013). 

 

China Tianrui is a cement manufacturer concentrating mostly on Henan and Liaoning mar-

kets. It is the only non-state-owned company designated by MIIT to receive support from 

PRC government to undertake specific mergers and acquisitions in cement industry in the 

central China region. Company was incorporated to Cayman Islands in 2011. China Tianrui 

announces to be strictly committed to environmental values. The group is one of the three 

Chinese cement companies to be accepted by World Business Council for Sustainable De-

velopment as a member of cement sustainability initiative (China Tianrui 2013, 4, 7.). 



Appendix XVIII. Cement Producers: Jidong Cement 

Tangshan Jidong Cement Co., Ltd 

唐山冀东水泥股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

public listed company (90 % of 

shares owned by state) 

Founded 

1994 
Rank global 

15th 
Rank China 

7th 
Revenue [rmb] (2013) 

15.71 billion 

Profit [rmb] (2013) 

0.34 billion 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

11.76 billion 
Employees in China 

9000 
Headquarters 
Tangshan 
Website 

en.jdsn.com.cn 

Main industries 

Cement and clinker manufacturing, cement machine installations 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

37 9 

Figure 33. Jidong Cement (Saunders 2013; China Fortune 500. 2014). 

 

Jidong Cement was the first enterprise to introduce dry process cement production line in 

China. The company has concentrated the cement production to the northern regions. In 

2005 it formed joint venture cement plants with the German HeidelberCement in Guang-

dong and Shaanxi. (Jidong 2010.) Jidong Cement announced that the production capacity 

of the company was 130 Mt in 2013. This is relatively big difference with the Global Ce-

ment Directory 2013 estimate of 37 Mt (Saunders 2013). Jidong Cement holds around 5 % 

of Jilin Yatai shares (GC 2014). Correspondingly, Anhui Conch Cement Company holds 16 

% of the Jidong Cement shares (ACC 2013, 39). 



Appendix XIX. Cement Producers: China Shanshui 

China Shanshui Cement Group Ltd. (Sunnsy) 

中国山水水泥集团有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

Public listed company. Main share-

holder Hillhouse Capital with 11.4% 

Founded 

2006 
Rank global 

16th 
Rank China 

8th 
Revenue [rmb] (2013) 

16.54 

Profit [rmb] (2013) 

1.017 
Market capitalization (2014) [rmb] 

6.51 billion 
Employees in China 

23200 
Headquarters 
Jinan 
Website 

en.shanshuigroup.com 

Main industries 

Manufacturing and distribution of cement and clinker 

Cement capacity 2012 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2012  

36 21 

Figure 34. China Shanshui (Saunders 2013; China Fortune 500. 2014; Bloomberg Businessweek 2014 b). 

 

Sunnsy has performed in many national construction projects such as Beijing-Shanghai Ex-

press Railway, Qingdao Olympic Center, Jinan Airport, Shenyang Subway and many more. 

In addition, Sunnsy is exporting cement to more than 40 countries with yearly volume of 5 

million tons. Recently Chinese construction companies have received increasing amount of 

turn-key construction projects. Sunnsy has been raw material supplier for many foreign 

projects especially in Africa. (MOFCOM 2009.) Global Cement Directory estimated that 

the cement capacity of Shanshui Cement was 36 Mt in 2012 which have major difference 

compared to the figure of 93 Mt that Shanshui provides in its website (Saunders 2013). 



Appendix XX. Cement Producers: Jilin Yatai 

Jilin Yatai Group Co., Ltd. 

吉林亚泰(集团)股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

Public listed enterprise, biggest 

shareholder Changchun State 

(15.6%) 

Founded 

1986, cement 1991 
Rank global 

24th 
Rank China 

10th 
Revenue (2013) 

6.22 billion 

Profit (2013) 

-3.15 billion 
Market capitalization (2014) 

8.17 billion 
Employees in China 

23334 
Headquarters 
Changchun 
Website 

www.yatai.com 

Main industries 

Building materials, real estate, finance, coal mining, pharmaceutical, trading 

Cement capacity 2013 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2013  

22 6 

Figure 35. Yitong Cement (Saunders 2013; Bloomberg Businessweek 2014 d). 

 

Jilin Yatai Group is a business conglomerate concentrating on various fields. In cement in-

dustry group operates via its wholly owned subsidiary Jilin Yatai Cement Co., Ltd. Build-

ing materials industry covers around 53 % of the group’s total sales, and was 3.2 billion 

rmb in 2013. (Jilin Yatai 2013.)  

 

 

 



Appendix XXI. Cement Producers: BBMG 

Beijing Building Materials Group Corporation (BBMG) 

北京金隅股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

state-owned enterprise 

Founded 

2005 
Rank global 

26th 
Rank China 

11th 
Revenue (2012) 

44.8 billion 

Profit (2012)  
3.2 billion 

Cement output [Mt] 

21 
Plants in operation 

18 
Employees in China 

28790 
Headquarters 
Beijing 
Website 

www.bbmg.com.cn/listco 

Main industries 

Building material production, property development, property investment and management 
Figure 36. BBMG (Saunders 2013; BBMG 2013). 

 

BBMG Corporation is a building material group concentrating on material production, real 

estate development and property management and investment. BBMG claims to have 

strong focus on developing waste utilization in its processes and it handles 90 % of hazard-

ous waste generated in Beijing. (BBMG 2013, 6.) 

 

 

 

 



Appendix XXII. Cement Producers: Huaxin Cement 

Huaxin Cement Co., Ltd. 

华新水泥股份有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

Public listed company, biggest 

shareholder Holchin B.V. with 40% 

shares. State-owned shares 13.7 %.  
Founded 

1907 
Revenue (2012) 

15.984 billion 
Profit (2012) 

1.181 billion 
Cement capacity 2012 [Mt] 

51 

Employees in China 

13574 
Headquarters 
Wuhan 
Website 

www.huaxincem.com 

Main industries 

Manufacture and sales of cement products and machines; development of real estate 
Figure 37. Huaxin Cement (Huaxin 2013). 

 

Founded in 1907, Huaxin Cement is been described as the cradle of China’s cement indus-

try. In 1999, world’s largest cement producer Holcim Group, entered Chinese cement mar-

kets by forming a joint venture with Huaxin Cement. The subsidiary of Holcim Ltd., 

Holchin B.V held 39.88 % of Huaxin Cement’s shares in 2013. Huaxin Cement describes 

itself as a pioneer of WTE operations in Chinese cement industry. By 2013 Huaxin ob-

tained 16 patents for innovation and 51 patents for utility model. 33 of these 67 patents are 

related to WTE processes. The disposal amount of waste in cement production was 740 

tons in 2013. 4 out of 40 cement plants of Huaxing Cement are using SRF as auxiliary fuel 

in 2013. It is predicted that 7 new plants start the same process in 2014. (Huaxin 2013.) 



Appendix XXIII. Cement Producers: Hongshi 

Hongshi Holding Group Co., Ltd. 

红狮控股集团有限公司 

 
 

 

Type 

private enterprise 

Founded 

2002 
Revenue (2012) 

10.1 billion 
Profit (2012) 

2.2 billion 
Total assets (2013) 

15.3 billion 
Employees in China 

12000 
Headquarters 
Jinhua 
Website 

www.hongshigroup.com 

Main industries 

Cement and clinker production 

Cement capacity 2012 [Mt/year] Plants in operation 2012 

48 22 

Figure 38. Hongshi (Hongshi 2013;). 

 

Hongshi Holding Group is one of the 12 national Chinese cement enterprises which are re-

ceiving the support from the state. Hongshi Group owns 30 subsidiaries which are spread in 

10 provinces. Group’s main geographical area is Zhejiang where the Group’s biggest sub-

sidiary, Zhejiang Hongshi, as well locates. (Hongshi 2013.) In December 2008 investment 

bank Goldman Sachs bought 25 % share of Hongshi Cement for $120 million USD (China 

Daily 2008). 


